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ABSTRACT

This research presents a methodology to automate the fixture confrguration

verification.

In this thesis, the tasks of fixture verification are first defined and summarized so

that they can be formulated into a coherent methodology executable by computer

progr¿uns, LINDO, LINGO and Microsoft Excel. Taking into account dynamic

machining conditions, a generic mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system is

then developed for evaluating whether a fixture configuration design has met its

functional requirements.

Fixture verification approaches for linear and nonlinear fixture systems are

developed in this research. Using linear programming techniques, an automatic linear

fixture verification methodology is developed in order to check the validity of a fixture

that utilizes pins for location. The fixture verification system is modeled as a linear

optimization problem with respect to minimizing clamping forces. A linear programming

model of the fixture verification is developed to perform the task of linear fixture

verification.

Using nonlinear programming techniques, a fixture configuration verification

approach for non-linear fixture systems is developed on the basis of optimal clamping



forces and total restraint. The method provides a simple means for validating the

feasibility and correctness of fixtures with Vee-block, edge locators, inclined locators and

plate locators. A nonlinear programming model of the fixture verification is developed to

carry out the task of automatic nonlinear fixture verification.

In order to ensure that the fixture is viable throughout the manufacturing operation,

the validation of the fixture configuration for linear and nonlinear fixture systems is

performed at the fixturing stage and the machining stage.

Fixture verification case studies for turning and milling fixtures are included to

demonstrate the effectiveness and the capabilities of the methodology.

The methodology developed in this research for workpiece holding verification can

be extended to robotics to veriff whether a grasped object is totally restrained by a

robotic hand and to determine the minimum grasping forces needed for each robot finger.
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IïOMENCLATI.]RE,

ã is the acceleration of the workpiece.

a , ,b, and c , are the x, y and z components of the direction and position vectors for each

fixture element.

4r,,.¡ , 8,,,r,, , and C ro,, denote lower bounds for position variables.

Aro,¡ , Buo.¡ , and Cro,, denote upper bounds for position variables.

C, C,, and C, denote clamping forces.

C,,n denotes a minimum clamping force.

dv(t) is the volume of an element over time.

dIIr(t) is the weight of an element over time.

.f,,,, .f ,,,, and f -,, denote the x, y and z components of Coulomb frictional forces.

jolt1 isthe frictional force over the machining time.

F,,r(t)F,,r(t)... F,,,,(t), Fr,rQ)Fr,z?)... Fr,,(r) and F,,r(t)F,,r(t)... F,,,,(t) are Carresian

components of the n fixturing forces with respect to machining time, which comprise the

locating forces, clamping forces and frictional forces.
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{ is the disturbing force.

{'n,, and {,*,, denote the minimum and maximum allowable fixturing forces.

,q 1r; is the fixturing force over the machining time.

F,,,,,, is the largest possible clamping or locating force that a clamp or a locator could

provide in terms of its specifications.

f,,".. is the minimum allowable clamping force.

i.,",, is the minimum allowable locating force.

F*, Fy, and F,, denote machining force components.

,F(r) denotes the force with respect to machining time.

Z,1r¡ ir the locating force with respect to the machining time.

m(t) is worþiece mass at machining time t.

M,,eQ), M r,o(r) and M 
",0ç) 

are the components of the resultant cutting moment at

time t.

ù0,,.,(t), ùqr:iT), ùo¡rT), ù..,r(t), ùr,r,(/) are moments for locating, clamping,

friction, weight, and cutting force, respectively.

ù o,o,Q) , ú o,n(r) are the frxturing moments and the resultant moment.

M,(t), M y(t) and M .(r) are the x, y and z components of the resultant moments with

respect to machining time, which comprise the cutting moments and weight moments.

xlll



n is the total number of forces in the fixture-workpiece system.

n, is the number of clamps involved in holding the part with frictional forces.

n. denotes the number of clamps involved in supporting the weight.

N is the reaction force on the locator.

O, Ot, and Oz denote the objective function values, which are the sum of the magnitudes

of all the clamping forces in linear and nonlinear programs.

F,,!t¡ is cutting forces at machining time t.

P,,,,(t) , Pr,t,(t) and P,.n(r) are the axial components of the resultant cutting force at time

t.

/(r) denotes the moment arms of the forces at time t.

R.,(/),Rr(r) and R.(t) are the x, y and z components of the resultant forces with respect

to machining time, which comprise the cutting forces and weight.

ñp¡ is the resultant force of the fixture-worþiece system over time.

s is a safety factor.

t is time at a certain instance of machining as the cutter is removing material from the

workpiece.

x*(t) , and y,,(t) are the moment arms of the weight at time t.

x¡,!i and zi represent the algebraic distances from the center of gravity of each

composite part ito the origin of the coordinates.
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x p.t,(t) , / o,r,(t) and z r,nQ) are the moment arms of the cutting force components at time

t.

x , and y N are the position variables of the reaction force N.

xF, !F, and zç are the x, y and z coordinates of the machining force.

xc, !c, and zç are the x, y and z coordinates of the clamping force.

xru, and/w are the x and y coordinates of the workpiece weight.

W isthe weight of the workpiece.

V[/,n is the initial weight of the worþiece.

W,u,,,(t) is the weight of material removed from the workpiece at cutting time t.

W(t) and ftrçt¡ arethe weight of the worþiece at cutting time t.

W,(t) is the weight of the workpiece at cutting time t.

LW,Ø represents the sum of the weights of the composite parts or simply the total

weight of the body.

V(t)is the volume of removed materials at a certain time.

pis static friction coefficient.

y denotes a specific weight of the material.

á is the angle between a jaw of a 3-jaw chuck and the vertical axis.



CT{APTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

1.1 Fixture Design

The function of fixtures is to locate and hold a worþiece firmly in position for

machining, assembly, inspection, and other manufacturing operations. A fixture can be

as simple as a mechanical vise or it can be quite complex. It can be constructed from

standardized fixturing elements or it can be specially designed and fabricated for a

particular machining operation. Since fixtures must have higher accuracy than the parts

to be machined, the time and cost for making fixtures are usually very significant. To

illustrate the role of fixtures, Figure 1.1 shows a workpiece and a fixture. This workpiece

is an aluminum cast housing which needs to be machined on several surfaces. The

fixture is of a type called "modular fixtures". The basic components of a fixture are

supports, locators, clamps, and a base plate.



Workpiece

Clamp

Support

A base plate

Figure 1.1 A modular fixture (Courtesy of Halder norm+technik).



Fixture design is an important task, which involves the identification of locator,

clamp, and support points on a given workpiece, and the selection of corresponding

fixture elements for their respective functions. The information needed to design a

fixture includes workpiece material and geometry, machining operation and the machine

tool used for the operation. The information is usually recorded in a manufacturing

operation plan, listing among other things, the sequence of operations, calling for fixtures

at appropriate places, and providing the machining parameters for each operation.

According to this information, a tool designer will develop the initial design concepts.

Preliminary fixture design follows the initial conceptual design. The sequence of

preliminary design is to provide locating, clamping and supporting functions and finally

to construct a fixture body. The purpose of locating is to position a workpiece to ensure

static stability and the orientation of the workpiece relative to the machine table and

cutting tool. The purpose of clamping is to apply and maintain suff,rcient holding forces

to the workpiece in order to keep the workpiece in its orientation during cutting. At this

stage the magnitude of cutting forces is not considered, only their direction.

Traditionally, f,txtures have been designed manually by tool designers. According

to the operation plan and the workpiece information, a f,rxture design drawing is prepared.

In recent years, CAD/CAM and Computer-Aided Fixture Design systems have been

applied to fixture design to help in the drafting process. One of the Computer-Aided

Fixture Design systems was developed by the fixture manufacturer, Halder norm+technik

(2001)-, which has the CAD-compatible databases for their products including jig and

fixture systems as well as standard parts. Computer-aided fixture design systems provide

"Parentheticalnotationsofyears and/ornamesarereferencessiveninthereferencesectionofthethesis.



interactive computer graphics to the tool designer. A library of standard fixture

components or modular fixturing elements is created and maintained in a database. To

design a fixture, a workpiece is first displayed on the computer screen. Then, fixture

components for locating and holding the worþiece are called up and displayed along

with the worþiece.

In computer-aided fixture design, the selection of locating and clamping points on

worþiece surfaces and determination of clamping forces are the decisions of the tool

designer and very little of the design process has been automated. It would be desirable

to develop computer programs that can perform more intelligent tasks such as selection

of locating and clamping points on worþiece surfaces and determination of clamping

forces. To achieve these goals, a fundamental understanding of fixture design is needed.

The major emphasis of automated fixture configuration design is towards

eliminating human intervention and increasing computerized automation. There are

many benefits that can be derived from automatic design of fixtures, besides the

reduction in time and cost of design (Chou, 1988).

a. The development of a methodology to automatically design and veriÛz fixtures

will make the performance of fixtures more predictable. This is important

especially in automated manufacturing environment, in which f,rxtures must be

good in all cases.

b. The theory will facilitate fixturing of families of parts. In small batch production,

fixturing cost is significant on the per-part basis. It is certainly desirable to use

the same fixture for the manufacturing of parts in the same family. A systematic



methodology is therefore needed to determine whether a fixture that is good for

one part is also good for apart in the same family.

Automatic design of fixtures is indispensable for automatic process planning.

Fixture design is related to many issues in process planning. It affects the

decisions on selection of machine tools and the grouping and sequencing of

operations.

In the manual mode of fixture design, the cost of fixtures is at best optimized

implicitly based on experience. The capability of designing fixtures automatically

should allow explicit optimization of fixturing cost to be routinely performed.

Due to the lack of fixture analysis from a mechanics point of view in manual

fixture design, over- or under- designing a fixture is a common problem. On the

contrary, the feasibility of a fixture in automatic fixture design can be evaluated

against design criteria set up by designers.

To automate the fixture design process, a mathematical linear or nonlinear

programming model can be utilized to verifu the equilibrium of cutting forces, locating

stability, clamping stability, and deterministic worþiece location, and to determine

required workholding forces. Instead of using an expert system or rule-based system, the

mathematical models provide an analysis of the f,rxture-configuration design.

Automatic generation and verification of fixture configurations are major tasks in

automatic fixture design. In order to ensure the validity of the hxturing or grasping

results for an arbitrary workpiece, a workholding verification model is required. Even for

non-automated computer assisted fixture design systems (i.e., fixture design through user

d.



interface), an automatic workholding verification model is helpful to prevent non-

intuitive fixturing errors. This research focuses on developing a theory for automatic

verifi cation of f,rxture confi surations.

1.2 Fixture Verification

In this section, the tasks of fixture verification are systematically summarized so

that they can be formulated into a coherent methodology executable by computer

programs.

During fixture design, a set of locating and clamping points would first be laid out

on the workpiece surfaces either automatically or manually. After locating and clamping

points are generated or selected, particular clamps and locators would then be selected

from fixture databases or catalogues. The next importanttask, which is the scope of this

research, is to verify whether or not this fixture functional configuration is valid and the

selected fixture elements meet holding or supporting requirements for this operation.

Fixture validation also includes the task of determinins the masnitudes of minimum

clamping forces for this operation.

From a mechanics point of view, the fixture must satisfu the following four

functional requirements for holding worþieces (Chou et a1., 1989): locating stability,

deterministic worþiece location, clamping stability and total restraint. Hence, the task

of fixture verification in this research includes validating whether a given fixture meets

these functional requirements and the selected fixture elements meet their holding or

supporting requirements by determining the clamping or locating forces that are needed

to hold the worþiece in place during machining.

6



I .2.1 Lo cating Stability Verification

The first step in fixture verif,rcation is to verifu locating stability in the fixture

stages. When a workpiece is placed into a fixture, it should rest at equilibrium on

locators. Figures l.2a and 1.2b show That a workpiece is stable because its weight would

not cause any unbalanced moment. However, Figure i.2c shows that a worþiece is

unstable because the weight could cause unbalanced moment. Verification of locating

stability is to determine whether the workpiece is stable on the fixture when it is subject

to gravitational force. This is carried out by calculating static equilibrium of the fixture

system. If reaction forces on all locators are nonnegative when the workpiece is subject

to gravitational force, it indicates the workpiece is stable on the fixture and locating

stability is achieved. Figures L2d, I.2e, 1.2f, I.2g, and 1 .2h are discussed in section

7.2.2 following Figure 1.2.



I
I
I
I
I
I

Part

Locator

- Locator çþ - Clamp

Figure 1.2 Fixture functional requirements.

Vee block



l.2.2Yerification of Deterministic Location and Clamping Stability

A fixture should provide a deterministic location for a workpiece to ensure

machining accuracy in the fixturing stages. As a workpiece is placed into a fixture, the

positioning motion must be stopped by a set of locators. Figure 1.2d shows that a fixture

provides a deterministic location for a prismatic part when the part is pushed towards the

locators. Rest of the directions for motion would be stopped by a set of clamps. Figure

1.2e shows that a fixture does not provide a deterministic location for the part because it

is free to move in a direction. The cylinder as shown in Figure 7.2f may prevent it from

being deterministically located because it is free to rotate about its axis prior to clamping.

Hence, if a clamping force is applied, the cylinder will stop rotating.

Clamping stability is concerned with workpiece stability in the frxturing stages.

When clamps are applied to the workpiece, the clamping forces should not upset the

stable and the accurate initial position assumed by the worþiece in the f,rxturing stages.

The worþiece must remain in contact with the locators. If not, it indicates that there are

negative reaction forces on the locators. Figure 1.2g shows that clamping stability is

achieved because workpiece static equilibrium is maintained. However, Figure 1.2h

illustrates that worþiece static equilibrium is not maintained.

Since clamps are used to prevent the workpiece from moving, deterministic

workpiece location and clamping stability should be verified at the same time. The

validation is to check whether the workpiece static equilibrium is maintained when the

workpiece is subject to gravity and clamping forces. If the calculation result shows that

reaction forces on all locators are positive, it demonstrates that the worþiece static

equilibrium is maintained. It means that the fixture provides a deterministic location for



the part. The clamping forces do not upset the stable accurate position previously

assumed by the workpiece because the workpiece is restrained by all fixture elements. If

the result shows that there are negative reaction forces on certain locators, it means that

the fixture could not provide a deterministic location and clamping stability is not

achieved because the workpiece is not restrained by the fixture elements.

1.2.3 Total Restraint Verification

After clamps are applied, the fixture should completely restrain the worþiece to

counterbalance any possible dynamic cutting forces and moments over time in the

machining stages. The term, dynamic machining conditions, refers to changing the

location of the cutter, the depth of the cut, the feedrates, and the machining directions

with respect to time as shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.3 illustrates a fixture conf,rguration

in2-D undergoing a machining force of 200N in each direction. The clamping force for

the two clamps was setto 50N. The initial fixture configuration design (Figure 1.3a) is

only for the machining situation where the machining force is against the locator.

To ensure total restraint of the worþiece under dynamic machining, the fixture

configuration is validated for a machining path in both a given direction of cutter motion

and the reverse direction. A fixture design (Figure 1.3a) should be valid in case one of

the following situations occur during machining:

(see Figure 1.3b);

Figure 1.3c); and
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1.3d) e.g. finishing cut when the cutter is traveling back.

Figure 1.3 shows that the machining situations (Figures 1.3a and 1.3d), which are for the

given and reverse directions of the cutter motion, cover the machining situations as

shown in Figures 1.3b and 1.3c. Hence, if a fixture is valid for the given and reverse

directions of the cutter motion, it should be valid for all machining situations in Figure

1.3.

Total restraint is verified through the calculation of the workpiece static equilibrium

with respect to machining time for both cutting directions when the worþiece is subject

to machining forces and moments as well as gravitational and clamping forces. If the

reaction forces on all locators over the entire machining time are positive, it means that

total restraint has been achieved. If not. it indicates that total restraint has not been

realized, which means the fixture is not valid because the worþiece will detach from the

fixture element.
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I.2.4Yeriftcation of the Selected Fixture Elements

When a particular clamp or locator is selected, the fixture element has a certain

holding or supporting capacity as defined by its specification. During the fixture

verification of the machining stages, it is verified whether the selected fixture elements

can provide the required holding or supporting power by checking the required maximum

clamping or supporting force on each fixture element. After running the fixture

verification program, the clamping or supporting force required for that operation can be

determined and illustrated in diagrams. If the required clamping or supporting force

reaches the upper limit that the fixture element can provide, it indicates that the selected

fixture element does not have sufficient holding power for the operation. A new fixture

element with higher holding power should be selected from the fixture databases or

catalogues.

In this tesearch, the process of reselecting the clamps is performed manually . If a

required holding power of the fixture element turns out to be less than one third of its

capacity, it is verified that the fixture element might have been selected with improper

capacity. The fixture element should be replaced by a new fixture element with proper

holding power. The reasons for using proper holding power are:

a) If the clamping force is not sufficient, the worþiece may slip or detach from the

fixture due to machinins forces.

b) Conversely, excessive clamping force is also unfavorable since it will result in

unnecessarily high stress and deformation of the worþiece, and consequently

affect its finished accuracy.
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1.2.5 Determination of Clamping Forces

Fixture validation also includes the task of determining the magnitudes of clamping

forces. For machining a delicate part, variable clamping forces can be exerted on the

workpiece surface if a power clamp (hydraulic or pneumatic clamp) is employed with

appropriate controls. The right magnitude of the clamping force is a clamp force that is

sufficient to prevent the workpiece from slipping or detaching, but not excessive to cause

workpiece deformation. Obtaining variable clamping forces would also assist designers

in understanding the pattern of clamping force changes over the entire machining time

and provide them a guideline for setting up a hydraulic or pneumatic clamp. SufÍicient

variable clamping forces that yield total restraint of the worþiece are determined during

fixture verification of the machinins stases.

1.3 Research Objective and Scope

The objective of this research is to develop a methodology for automatic

verification of machining fixtures for rigid workpieces under dynamic machining. The

primary research issue is the development of a methodology by which a computer system

can perform a task of fixture verification for any arbitrarily-shaped workpiece over the

entire cutting path. Validating the feasibility for a fixture configuration created is a

tedious and time consuming job for the fixture designer. Shortening the time required for

fixture verification will enable a manufacturer to react more rapidly to market demands

and engineering changes. Therefore, an automatic fixture verification system would

provide the manufacturer with a competitive edge in his market place.
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The focus of this research is on the fundamentals of automatic fixture verification.

The tasks of performing fixture verification are first def,rned as presented in the previous

section. A generic mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system, which takes into

account dynamic machining conditions, is created so that automatic fixture configuration

generation and verif,rcation can be carried out for a variety of machining fixture systems.

Fixture systems can be categorized into two types: linear and nonlinear fixture

systems in terms of what types of locating elements are in use. A fixture system with

pins for location is defined as a linear fixture system because the static equilibrium of the

fixture system consists of six linear equations. A fixture system with Vee-Block, edge or

plate locators is defined as a nonlinear fixture system because the static equilibrium of the

fixture system becomes nonlinear. Fixture verification approaches for both linear and

nonlinear fixture systems are developed in this research.

Using linear programming techniques, the procedures for validating the feasibility

of linear fixtures are developed in order to check the validity of the fixturing results for a

fixture with locating pins. A linear programming model of the fixture verification is

developed to perform the task of automatic linear fixture verification. Extending the "3-

2-7" locating principle, the "N-N-N" principle for linear fixture location is proposed

based on N pins for location on each datum plane.

Using nonlinear programming techniques, the procedures for validating the

feasibility of nonlinear fixtures are also developed in order to check the validity of

fixtures with edge locators, inclined locators, and plate locators for locating. A nonlinear

programming model of the fixture verification is developed to carry out the task of

automatic nonlinear fixture verification. In order to ensure the fixture was viable
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throughout the operation, the validation of the fixture configuration is performed in two

stages: fixturing and machining. Extending the "N-N-N" locating principle, the "oo-co-co"

principle for nonlinear fixture location is proposed based on a locating line or area

represented by an infinite numbers of locating pins.

An overall fixture verification methodology considers a number of perspectives for

a complete fixture scheme. Aspects of such a scheme should include different aspects of

fixture design verification, such as: the functional requirements of a fixture configuration,

fixture accessibility during worþiece loading and unloading, fixture stiffness, part

vibration during cutting, fixture geometric and dimensional accuracy, and machining

accì.racy. This research focuses only on machining fixture configuration verification,

which is to validate whether or not the functional requirements of a fixture configuration

are met. It addresses a fundamental issue of fixture verification. which is one of the most

important aspects of tool design.

Dynamic machining conditions occur when the machining forces and moments

travel or change with respect to time due to changes in the location of the cutter, the

depth of the cut, the feedrates, and the machining directions. These dynamic machining

conditions are considered in this research. Vibration that might occur in dynamic

machining is beyond the scope of the research. Both the fixture and the workpiece

system are assumed to be rigid bodies.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 is introduction and

objectives. Chapter 2 reviews literature under three headings. Section 2.1 describes the
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research in formulating a model of a fixture-workpiece system. Section 2.2 discusses

previous work in fixture verification for linear fixture systems. Section 2.3 reveals

previous work in fixture verification for nonlinear f,rxture systems.

Chapter 3 presents a generic mathematical model of a f,rxture-workpiece system,

which takes into account dynamic machining conditions including the effect of

decreasing gravitational forces in the verification process. Chapters 4 and 5 emphasize

the verification issue in automatic fixture design. Chapter 4 illustrates a methodology for

fixture verification for linear fixture systems. Chapter 5 presents a methodology for

fixture verification for nonlinear fixture systems. Research contributions and extension

of the methodology into robot hand grasping are included in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2 LtrTERATT]RE REVTEW Ah[D FR.OBLEM

STATEMENT

This chapter is a broad review of (1) published mathematical models for fixture-

workpiece systems, (2) previous work in linear fixture verification and (3) previous work

in fixture verification for nonlinear fixture systems. Problems needed to be addressed in

these research domains are discussed.

2.1 Published Mathematical Models for Fixture-Workpiece Systems

The fixture is a device that is used for locating and holding a workpiece, and used

for guiding the tools, if required, in machining, assembly, inspection, and other

manufacturing operations. During fixture design, the feasibility and correctness of a

generated fixture configuration must be examined through anal¡ical analysis. It is

desirable to create a generic model of a fixture-workpiece system that represents most

fixture systems. However, previous research work on modeling a fixture-workpiece

system for automatic fixture analysis focused only on solving the six-pin f,rxturing

system.

In its early development, efforts have been made to incorporate the force model of

the fixture into computer routines that can be used in their expert systems for fixture
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design or computer-aided f,txture design systems. Using the "3-2-I" locating principle*

(Henriksen, 7973), the equation for static equilibrium of a fixtured part was proposed and

used by Pham et al. (1989) in their knowledge-based jig and fixture design system.

Absence of friction, force-closure equations of locating-disturbing forces and locating-

clamping forces were also proposed to check the equilibrium and closure conditions for

any given fixture configuration. A force field of locating forces, external disturbing

forces and torques was constructed by Gandhi and Thompson (1986) using the 3-2-1 rule

to ensure static equilibrium of the part being fixtured in fixture analysis. Nnaji et al.

(1988) used the equilibrium equations to determine valid locating and clamping sites

based on the singularity of the locating force matrix. A force model of the fixture was

developed by Cabadaj (1990) based on ahypothetical workpiece (a square block). Six

forces applied on the block represented all clamping and locating forces. It was assumed

that on each surface there was one force.

Linear programming techniques have been used in generation and verification of

the fixture configuration. Using linear programming methods, Chou et al (1989)

developed a mathematical model of fixture analysis and synthesis for a prismatic

worþiece based on the screw theory (Ohwovoriole and Roth, 1981). The fixture layout

was generated based on the 3-2-l locating principle for locators. Friction at the locators

was not considered in their paper. With the aid of a nonlinear programming method,

Trappey and Liu (1992) derived a quadratic model for verification of the fixture

conf,tguration. Force directions and force limits as well as frictional forces were taken

into consideration in their model.

* See section 3.1.3 for the definition of the "3-2-1" locating principle.
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A force analysis model for verifying a fixture design for a prismatic part, which also

took friction into account, was proposed by Fuh et al. (1993). To solve for the clamping

forces from the inadequate number of equilibrium equations, an iteration method was

used. The method could deal with only one variable in the iteration process at a time.

In aforementioned papers in modeling a f,rxture-workpiece system, it was assumed

that the cutting force was applied at a fixed point on the workpiece although the location

of the cutting force on the workpiece is changing over time during machining. Taking

into account dynamic machining conditions, Meyer and Liou (1997) proposed a fixture

generation methodology for prismatic workparts without considering friction between the

workpart and the fixture element. Equilibrium equations of machining and fixturing

forces in the fixture-workpart system were expressed with respect to machining time.

The gravitational force and its position in dynamic machining were assumed constant in

Meyer and Liou's paper. Their method is applicable to a fixture system with six locators.

The major issues related to develop a force model of a fixture-workpiece system are

summarized as follows. Force models of a fixture were constructed on the basis of the

"3-2-1" locating principle. Existing models described a very simple system such as a

prismatic part or a cube with one force per side. Most models treated machining

conditions as static. Very few researchers included frictional forces in their fixture

models. Not all fixturing forces except cutting forces in the fixture model were expressed

with respect to time in dynamic machining. An ideal mathematical model of a fixture-

worþiece system should be able to describe and represent most fixture-worþiece

systems where various locating and clamping methods a¡e used and dynamic cutting

conditions are taken into consideration. To address the above issues, a generic
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mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system is developed and presented in Chapter

a

2.2Previous Work in Linear Fixture Verification

Dynamic machining conditions occur when the cutter travels through the

worþiece, the depth of the cut changes, the feedrates change, and the machining

directions alter with respective to time. With the changes of the location and magnitude

of machining forces during machining, all workholding forces are changing with respect

to machining time over a cutting path. Since dynamic cutting forces are imposed on a

worþiece, a fixture-worþiece system must be analyzed from a dynamic point of view.

An analytical study of the f,txture-workpiece system requires the development of a fixture

verification system to examine the feasibility and correctness of a fixture before

machining and at va¡ious stages of machining.

With respect to fixture verification, several verif,rcation approaches were developed.

Using a nonlinear programming method, Trappey and Liu (1992) derived a quadratic

model for the verification of the f,rxture configuration without consideration of dynamic

machining conditions. Force directions and limits were taken into consideration in their

workholding verification model. However, without verification under dynamic

machining the analysis may not be dependable as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1a shows that the clamping force limit of 200N is larger than the

machining force of 100N. According to Trappey and Liou's approach, the fixture should

be verified to be valid based on the location of the cutter at the point (12, 0). 'When 
the

complete machining path is verified, the fixture layout is actually invalid because the
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clamping force limit (200N) is less than the required clamping force (288N) as shown in

Figure 2.lb. The required clamping force to hold the part in place changes from 288N to

100N during machining.
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Fuh et al. (1993) developed a fixture analysis module for verification and

rationalization of a fixturing scheme without consideration of dynamic machining. To

identify adequate clamping forces, an iterative method was used in the force analysis.

The iteration process is as follows. The clamping force for the first clamp among the

three clamps first is incrementally increased, while keeping the other two at set values

until all reaction forces are positive. The clamping force for the second clamp then is

incrementally increased, while keeping the other two at set values until all reaction forces

are positive. Lastly, the clamping force for the third clamp is incrementally increased,

while keeping the other two at set values until all reaction forces are positive. A fixture

with six locating pins and three clamps was used in Fuh's example. Since there are six

linear equations of the worþiece static equilibrium, the iteration was run for three times

for all three clamps. If a fixture with more than six locators and three clamps were

analyzed, their iteration process would take a much longer time to complete the fixture

verification. That is just for one location of the cutter along the cutting path. Hence,

Fuh's approach for complete machining path verification is ineffective because it will

take a long time to complete the verification processes.

With the assumption that the cutting force applied is at a fixed point on the

workpiece surface during machining, fixture verification guarantees total restraint for that

point, but not over the entire machining path. As a result, a fixture configuration could

turn out to be valid in their analysis althoueh it is in fact invalid in some cases.

Taking into consideration the effect of frictional forces, Tao et al. (1999) presented

a verification approach to the fixture schemes based on force closure and clamping

equilibrium under a dynamic external load. A maximum frictional force criterion was
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proposed in order to determine the minimum clamping force. Tao et al. did not consider

the maximum fixturing force limit of a clamp or locator in their verification approach.

Hence, the verification result would not show the designer which fixture element had

exceeded its holding power. They took into account dynamic machining conditions.

However, in their fixture verification system they did not consider the changes of the

workpiece weight during machining over time.

Taking dynamic machining conditions into account, Meyer and Liou (1991)

proposed a fixture generation methodology for prismatic worþarts without considering

frictional forces based on linear programming techniques. The fixture layout was

generated on the basis of stability of the workpart, deterministic positioning, strong

accessibility, positive clamping sequence and total restraint. Equilibrium equations of

machining and fixturing forces in its fixture-workpart system were expressed with respect

to time. The gravitational force and its position were assumed as constant under dynamic

machining. The maximum locating force limit of the locator was not taken into account.

Verification approaches developed by Tao et al. (1999), and Meyer and Liou (1997)

only considered the location changes of cutting forces under dynamic machining. Thus,

the feasibility of their verification results would depend on whether the reduction in

weight of the workpiece during cutting could be neglected in the verification process. If

the material removed was less than a few percent of the total weight, a calculation error

that was generated by neglecting weight changes might be insignificant. Otherwise, a

calculation error created by their approaches would have a considerable impact on the

verif,rcation result.
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The comparison between considering the changes of the worþiece weight over

time, and not considering the weight changes, is displayed in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2a

illustrates a fixturing configuration for a 2-D part without consideration of the weight

changes. The cutter travels from (10,3) to (5,3) with machining forces of

[-100N,-20N]r. The workpiece is subjected to a weight of [0,-40N]r at its centroid

(5,2.5). The f,rxture configuration is valid because the forces remain positive at all

locators for the entire duration of the cutting process. Figure 2.2b shows a case where the

weight change is taken into account for the same part. The workpiece weight has

changed from [0,-40N]r at its centroid (5,2.5) to [0,-32N]r at its centroid (4.375,2.125).

The fixture configuration is invalid because the workpiece has a loss of contact with the

locator 2. This conclusion is made based on a detaching force i.e. a negative reaction

force found on this locaror.
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The problems that have not been addressed in the previous studies of verifuing

fixture configurations for linear fixture systems are suÍrmadzed as follows. Some

verification approaches did not take into account dynamic machining conditions. For

those who took consideration of dynamic machining conditions, they only considered

location changes of the cutter and neglected the changes of the gravitational force over

machining time. The maximum fixturing force limit was not considered in their

verification approach. A linear fixture verification methodology that fully takes into

account dynamic machining conditions is presented in Chapfer 4. It addresses the

problem of validating a machining fixture configuration based on locating stability,

deterministic workpiece location, clamping stability, total restraint, and minimum

clamping loads.

2.3 Previous Work in Nonlinear Fixture Verification

A worþiece is restrained by a fixture through a set of fixture elements in contact

with the workpiece. Common contact types between the workpiece and fixture elements

can be reduced to point, line, and surface contacts, which can be established by the

various sizes and shapes of worþiece and fixturing elements. Hence, a viable fixture

verification system should be able to analyze a fixture system with these types of contacts

for locations. Round pin, Vee-block and plate locators are examples of point, line, and

surface contacts in the fixture svstem.

Very little research has been done in nonlinear fixture verif,rcation. Previous studies

on automatic f,rxture verification focused on solving linear fixturing issues. Their

verification approaches were applicable to fixtures with point contact for locating. In

reality, most fixturing systems relied upon line and surface contacts for location and
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mechanical restraint. The following literature review illustrates researchers' attempts to

develop the fixture verification methods for nonlinear fixture systems. None of these

methods could be used for nonlinear fixture verification under dynamic machining

conditions.

Using a minimum energy principle, Li et al. (2000) developed a model for

analyzing fixtures with large contact areas such as mechanical vices. The contact area

between the vice and worþiece was approximated by four squares, each having a

uniform pressure distribution. The magnitude of normal force in each square region was

assumed to be different. A resultant clamping force acting at a point offset from the

geometrical center of the contact area was assumed. However, the distribution of normal

and clamping force within a contact region is usually non-uniform and depends on the

magnitude and point of application of the machining and clamping forces. Dynamic

machining conditions were not taken into account in their approach.

Taking into account line and surface contacts for fixturing, DeMeter (1994)

presented a linear program which used static equilibrium constraints to prove the

existence of restraint of workpiece motion in the absence of external loads i.e. machining

forces. Utilizing the surface contact wrench representation proposed by DeMeter, Tao et

aL (1999) believed their proposed method is readily applicable to the fixturing problems

with polygonal supports. DeMeter and Tao et al. assumed that positions of point contact

forces were at the end points of the line segments for line contacts and at the vertices of a

polygon representing the planar contacts.

The verification method presented in this research demonstrates that positions of

reactions on locators are not at the end points for these contacts. Fieure 2.3a illustrates a
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fixture system in 2-D with an edge locator. The part is subjected to a machining force of

[-100N,-150N]?'. If two reactions Nl and N2 on an edge locator are assumed, the

positions of these reactions are determined by the proposed approach, which are not at

the end points of the line segments as shown in Figure 2.3b. The positions of reactions

N1 and Nz are at Xr:3 and Xt:19, respectively.

In many f,txture applications, line and surface contacts are relied upon for location

and restraint. In the same operation, a fixture configuration for the machining process

may not have the same configuration in the fixturing process, e.g. removable locating

pins. Thus, it is desirable to develop a fixture verification system that can validate the

feasibility of fixture configurations with these contacts for location throughout the

operation in both fìxturing and machining stages. This research, which is presented in

Chapter 5, addresses the problem of validating fixture configurations with point, line and

surface contacts for location based on locating stability, deterministic workpiece location,

clamping stability, total restraint, and minimum clamping forces. The first three

functions are verified at the fixturing stages. The fourth function, total restraint that

yields to the minimum clamping force is verified in machining stages. The fixture

verification methodology also takes into account dynamic machining conditions,

including the effect of the weight changes of the workpiece on the fixture system.
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CH.A.PTER 3 A MATIIEMATICAI, MODET. OF FIXTURE.

WORKPIECE SYSTEMS F'OR FXXTURE ANALYSIS

An essential step to succeed in the development of an automatic fixture verification

system is the formation of a generic mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system.

This chapter presents a mathematical model for automatic machining fixture analysis,

which takes into account dynamic machining conditions. Dynamic machining conditions

occur when the machining forces and moments vary over time as the tool traverses

through the workpiece. The objective of this study is to develop a generic mathematical

model of fixture-worþiece systems so that automatic fixture configuration verification

can be performed for a wide variety of machining fixture systems. Dynamic machining

conditions are represented in the model by considering the magnitudes of all forces that

change over the machining time. Since dynamic machining conditions are taken into

account, outcome of the analysis can be more realistic than the existing models. This

model can be used for validating a large variety of fixture-workpiece systems that are

used in milling and tuming operations. The methodology may also be used for validating

fixtwes that are used for other operations.
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3.1 Considerations in the Model Formation

3.1.1 Assumptions

A generic mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system is developed based on

the following considerations:

a) The basic elements of a fixture system are locators and clamps.

b) The tops of pins for locating the same surface are assumed to be at the same

height.

c) More than three-pin locators may be used for locating one surface, as long as their

positions are within locating accuracy.

d) The locators can perform the function of locating and/or supporting the

workpiece.

e) The common locators used in industry such as plates, pins, holes, and V-block

locators are considered in the model.

Ð Both the fixture and the workpiece system are assumed to be rigid bodies.

g) Vibration that might occur in dynamic machining is not considered.

The static friction forces will be taken into account when the worþiece has the

potential to move in a direction normal to a locator or clamp. The static friction forces

between the workpiece and clamp will also be taken into account when a rigid clamp is

used. If a nonrigid clamp is used, the friction forces between the workpiece and clamp

will not be taken into account.

The external disturbing forces are cutting forces, which are generated during

machining operations. In most operations, one cutter is used in machining. However, for
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improving productivity, multiple cutters are sometimes used. The use of multiple cutters

is also considered in the develonment of the model.

Since dynamic cutting conditions occur when the machining forces and moments

move through the workpiece with respect to time, the magnitude of all forces in the

model are considered as a function of time. As the material is removed during

machining, the workpiece weight and the center of gravity also change. Hence, the

magnitudes of locating forces and frictional forces not only vary over machining time,

but also depend upon active forces (cutting, clamping, and gravitational forces) over

machining time.

There are no limitations to the number of locators, clamps, and cutters used in the

model. To achieve static equilibrium and dimensional accuracy during machining

operations, the resultant force and moment on the workpiece must always be zero. On

the basis of this equilibrium condition, equilibrium equations for a general fixture-

workpiece system are derived.

3.1 .2 Fixture-Workpiece Systems

In general, a fixture-workpiece system for machining consists of the workpiece to

be machined, the locator/support for workpiece placement, the clamp for holding the

worþiece in place, and the cutter for generating a desirable shape of the worþiece.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a f,rxture-worþiece system.
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3.1.3 Locating Methods

To develop a generic mathematical model for various fixture-workpiece systems,

locating methods used in industry have been studied. The purpose of location is to

achieve the desired positional and orientational relationship between the workpiece and

the machine tool or cutting tool used. Various locating methods have been developed

based on this purpose.

Existing locating methods can be classified into three categories: locating from a

flat surface, locating from an internal or external diameter, and locating from an external

prof,rle. With the flat surface location method, the workpiece is located with pins, edge

bars, or plates. When a hole or hole pattern is used for location, the workpiece is located

with a cylindrical pin, a diamond/relieved pin, or cylinder locators. Chucks are also used

for internal or external location of the rotational parts with a hole. Vee-block. half hole.

or fixed-stop locators are used to locate tfr. *ort¡ece with reference to its outside edges.

The most basic form of workpiece location is the six-point or "3-2-I" locating

method (Henriksen, 1973) as shown in Figure 3.2. The "3-2-I" locating principle has

been widely used to configure the external locating points for square or rectangular parts

in fixture design. An unrestricted rigid body in space is free to move in any twelve

possible directions shown in Figure 3.2a. A workpiece may be located by means of six

pins shown in Figure 3.2b. Considering six rotational degrees of freedom and six

positional degrees of freedom, three pins, not in a straight line, are positioned on the

primary locating surface, the bottom surface (base), for restricting four rotational degrees

of freedom and one vertical movement degree of freedom. Two pins, not in the same

vertical line, are positioned on the secondary locating surface, against one of the vertical
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sides, for restricting two rotational degrees of freedom and one movement degree of

freedom. One pin against the side, which is perpendicular to those two locating planes, is

positioned on the tertiary locating surface for restricting one movement degree of

freedom. The nine out of 12 directions of motion of freedom of a free body (worþiece)

in the space are restricted. This is known as the *3-2-l- principle of location. The other

three directions of freedom of movements will be restricted by clamping.

a) The 12 degrees of motions. b) Six-pin restricts 9 degrees of motions.

Figure 3.2 The "3-2-1" principle of location.

a-
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By the addition of a fourth locator in the base, the shape of the supporting area can

be changed from a triangle to a rectangle and provides more stability. The principle may

be termed the "4-2-1" locating principle (Henriksen, 1973). For rough castings, one of

the four base locators may be adjustable. If the number of pins supporting the base

(primary datum plane) is increasing from 3 to N, the "3-2-7" ot "4-2-1" locating

principles may be expanded to the "N-2-1" locating principle. If the locating plane

configured by N pins is within the requirements of locating accuracy, the "N-2-1"

principle for location is tenable. Using the same method for secondary and tertiary datum

planes the "N-2-l" principle for location may be expanded to the "N-N-N" principle.

'When the number of pins used in the base becomes infinite, a plate locator may

replace the locating pins in the base. Hence, the "N-N-N" principle for location may be

expanded to the "co-oo-co" principle for location. A narrow plate may replace two pins on

the secondary-locating surface for restricting the same degrees of freedom. Although one

side of a part is located using the same size as the base plate, the plate may still be

considered as a narrow plate if the effective dimensions for location on the side of the

part relative to the bottom of the part are much smaller. A plate for location on either

side may replace two pins or one pin.

Three or fewer plates for location are commonly used in industry to restrict most

degrees of freedom. Using this locating method, apartmight be overdefined for location,

which means a certain degree of freedom of the part may be repeatedly restricted. As

long as the locating planes created by the plates are within the requirements of

dimensioning and positioning accùraay for location, the required tolerance for a

machined part can be satisfactory in the machining operation with the fixture.
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Locating from an intemal diameter is a popular method. When a hole or hole

pattern of a part is used for location, the workpiece is located with a cylindrical pin/plug,

diamond/relieved pin, or cylinder locators. The physical realization of this locating

method can be achieved with a number of alternative hardware conf,rgurations. A

removable cylinder (pl.tg) is used to locate a worþiece with a hole instead of using a

fixed pin. This plug plays only the function of locating the part. For the fixture analysis,

all locators used in the fixturing process will be taken into account. However, only non-

removable locators will be counted as fixture elements in the machining process.

3.1.4 Clamping Methods

The function of a clamp is to apply and maintain suff,rcient holding force to a

worþiece to keep the workpiece in its orientation and withstand the cutting forces and

moments. As the clamp can be applied only against locators/supports, the directions of

clamping depend upon the position of locators. Clamping also plays the function of

restricting the possible direction of motion for a workpiece that is not bound by locators.

Chucks are turning fixtures that play both locating, and clamping functions for rotational

parts.

All clamps are variations of the following basic types: strap, screw, wedge, cam,

toggle, or rack and pinion (Wilson, 1962). According to the clamping direction with

respect to the workpiece set-up, they can be classified into two types of clamps:

horizontal clamping and vertical clamping. Multiple clamps can be applied on one

clamping face to ensure the restriction of the movement of alarge workpiece when large

cutting forces are imposed on the part. Clamping forces can be transmitted by screws,
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cam, levers, or wedges and by rack-and pinion,

devices.

3.1.5 Machining Force and Torque Definitions

electrostatic, magnetic, or vacuum

Locating/supporting, clamping, frictional, and cutting forces together with the

weight of the workpiece form a force field of a fixture-workpiece system.

When a workpiece is subjected to a machining operation, it has cutting forces

imposed upon it, which may be mathematically defined by a resultant force and a

resultant torque. These external forces must be resisted by the fixture in order for the

workpiece to remain in static equilibrium. The forces of metal cutting operations can be

represented by three axial components of the cutting forces and cutting moments in the

force model. The number of cutting forces and moments will be determined in terms of

what types of machining operations and cutters will be used for that operation.

Three component forces for tuming and boring operations may be used in the

model as their cutting forces are generated by single-point cutting tool. A vertical force

and a moment will be used in the model for drilling operations. Vertical and horizontal

forces will be used in the model for planing operations. For milling operations, the

cutting forces depend upon the relative position and feed direction of cutter with respect

to the workpiece, and the types of cutter used. Normally, there are three components of

cutting forces for milling operations, i.e. the axial component, the feed component and

the tangential component. However, there are two special cases where the axial

component of the cutting forces are not present when end mills with straight teeth, and

slot mills with straight teeth are used in the operations.
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3.1.6 Fixturing Force Definitions

Fixturing forces are locating/supporting, clamping and frictional forces that are

used to hold the workpiece at rest during machining. Locating/supporting and frictional

forces are passive forces in the force system. Reactions are from the passive fixture

elements, i.e. locators and supports. Frictional forces between the workpiece and the

fixture elements, i.e. locators/supports and clamps are generated during machining when

the workpiece has potential to move. Figure 3.3 illustrates individual reaction and its

position for pin-type locators.

Figures 3.3a and 3.3b show round pins for location and their reaction forces. When

the side edge of a pin is used to locate a worþiece as shown in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c, a

reaction force from the pin is assumed in the model. The position of a reaction force for

a short pin will be at where the pin is located, but the position þ in Figure 3.3b) of a

reaction force for the longer pin is unknown and will be determined from the equilibrium

equations. Figure 3.3d illustrates an adjustable pin used for horizontal locating. For

location from a flat surface e.g. a plate locator, the only normal concentrated reaction

from the locator as shown in Figures 3.3b,3.3c, and 3.3d is considered as the locating

force. Its position (x in Figure 3.3b) of reaction is unknown and will be determined from

the equilibrium equations.

In this research, a point force is used to represent the total of the distributive

pressure force on a clamping region.

Frictional forces between the worþiece and the fixture elements are taken into

account in the development of the model when the worþiece has a potential to move in a

direction. When the freedom of motion of the workpiece is not completely restricted in a
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particular direction by the fixture, frictional forces will be the major force against the

cutting forces in that direction. As the workpiece must maintain static equilibrium during

the machining, the static friction forces will be the only concern.

The direction of a frictional force is perpendicular to the normal reacting force and

clamping force along the surface of the workpiece. During machining operations, the

magnitude of the frictional force depends upon the cutting forces. Usually, the frictional

force may have any value from zero up to its limit, defined by the friction coefficient and

the applied normal force.

Locating pin
Locating pins

b)

, !--------ì
--Eû
W///F/Zn'21i l////f///l

'// l'-'...-
(plate locator) ' _\

c)

Figure 3.3 Reaction forces and their locations for pin-type locators.

Piece part
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3.1.7 Determination of Gravitational Forces

Sometimes a Iarge amount of material is removed from the workpiece during

machining. The resulting change in weight can significantly affect some frictional forces

and the ability to hold the workpiece in position. Under these conditions, it is important

to consider the change of weight and center of gravity of the workpiece during

machining.

The weight of a workpiece is considered as one of the changing force elements in

the fixturing system. The initial weight W,n of the workpiece is usually known. The

center of gravity of a workpiece and gravitational force during dynamic machining will

be changing with respect to machining time. Once the material of the workpiece has

been removed during cutting, the weight of the workpiece will decrease. Given cutting

conditions, the volume of material removed with respect to cutting time can be

determined. The weight W of the workpiece at a certain cutting time t will be equal to

the initial weight IZ,n, minus the weight of material removed during that cutting time t,

which is illustrated as the following equation:

l4t(t¡ =W^ -W,0,,,(t)

where IT(t) is the weight of the workpiece at a certain cutting time

weight of the workpiece, and W,.,,,(t) is the weight of material

worþiece af that cutting time t.

(3.1)

t, W¡n is the initial

removed from the
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Since the weight W,.,,,(t) of the removed material can be determined by specific

weight y of the material times volume V(t) of the removed material, the equation (3.1)

can be rewritten as:

W(t¡=W^ -f .V(t)

From the equation (3.2), the weight of the workpiece can be determined with respect to

machining time. If a workpiece is made of a different type of material, a different

specific weight of the material is used in the calculations.

The resultant weight of a workpiece over machining time can also be determined by

considering the worþiece to be made of an infinite number of small elements each

having a weight given by the expression

dW(t)=W^ -y.dv(r) (3.3)

where dw(t) is the weight of an element over time, dV(t) is the volume of the element

over time. The total weight of the workpiece at a certain machining time t is

W(t¡ =W,n, - lr.aV(t)

(3.2)

(3.4)

where the integral is evaluated over the volume of the workpiece. The machining time t

: 0 is defined when the cutter is about to remove material from the worþiece.

In addition to the change of the workpiece weight during machining, the center of

gravity of the worþiece also changes over time. The center of gravity of the workpiece

is the point where the equivalent force caused by gravity is acting. rf x,(t) , y"(r) , and

Z"(t) represent three coordinates of the gravitational center at a certain cutting time t, the
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following equations (3.5) can be used to calculate their values according to Mechanics of

Solids (Kreith (Ed.) 1998).

x^(r\-Ix'dw(r) :y (r\-Iv'awØ : z (r\-Iz'dw(r)w(r) w(r) w(t)
(3.s)

where x, y, z are the coordinates of an element of weight dW (t) , dW (t) is the elemental

weight over machining time, and W(t) is the total weight of the workpiece at certain

machining time.

In most cases, a workpiece can be sectioned or divided into several parts having

simpler shapes. Provided the weight and location of the center of gravity of each of these

"composite parts" are known, one can eliminate the need for integration to determine the

center of gravity for the entire workpiece. There are a finite number of weights to be

accounted for. Thus, the necessary formulas for finding the center of gravity for a three-

dimensional body become

lw,çt¡'', (3.6)
w(r)

where x¡,!¡ àîd z, represent the algebraic distances from the center of gravity of each

composite part ito the origin of the coordinates, and lW,(r) represents the sum of the

weights of the composite parts or simply the total weight of the body.

3.2 A Mathematical Model of Fixture-Workpiece Systems

A mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system for machining can be

formulated based on the considerations discussed in the previous sections as follows.
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According to Newton's second law, the resultant force of all forces acting on a worþiece

under dynamic machining in a force field of the fixture-workpiece system in space can

mathematically be expressed as

n(r)=Zrf,>=m(r).ã (3.7)

where

nOi , I F G) , and m(t), are the resultant force, a system of forces, and workpiece mass

at machining time t; and

ã is the acceleration of the workniece.

Since the workpiece must remain at rest at all times, the acceleration of the

workpiece and the resultant force are both equal to zero. Thus, the equation of static

equilibrium for every force and moment involved in a fixture-worþiece system over

machining time is:

f¡,r,> *ic,(/) + É ÍoG) +rùçr¡ +f F,,ç,7 :o (3.8)
i=l j=1

n ùn

Zú o,r,ç¡ +lu r,",(t) +|fu o,rrO + ù 0,,,çr) +ltr r,r,,(t) =0 (3.e)

where

L,(t), C,(t), fo|), W(t), F,,çt¡ are locating forces, clamping forces, frictional forces,

the total weight of the worþiece, and cutting forces at machining time t, respectively;
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ù0,,,,(t), úo,ci(ù, ùo¡r(Ð, ù,.,r(t), ù0,0,,(r) are moments for locating, clamping,

friction, weight, and cutting force, respectively; and

n is the total number of forces in the fixture-workoiece svstem.

If the fixturing force replaces the locating forces, clamping forces and frictional

forces, and a resultant force replaces the weight and machining forces, the equation of

equilibrium of (3.8) and (3.9) becomes:

ZF,Ø+ Rqr; = s

n

Zù o,n,Q) + lit 0.,,(r) = o

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.r2)

where F,(t),,R(/) are the fixturing forces and the resultant force; M0.,,(t), Mo.n(r) are

the fixturing moments and the resultant moment.

Combining equations (3.10) and (3.11), the following matrix equation of the

fixture-workpiece system, located in a fixed Cartesian coordinate space, is obtained:

c\rq12 "' arn

aztozz. . . a2,

a3to32...a3n

a4ta42' . . a4n

a5taf ... astl

461461 ...o6,,

bltbn.. .bt,

b2tb22 - . .b2,

b31b32. . .b3,

b4tb42. . .b4,

b51bs2. . .bsu

b6tb62 . . .b6,

cttcn. - - ct,l

c2tc22. . , cztl

catcaz-.'catl

c4tc9 ... c4,r

c51c9 . .. c5tl

c6lc62...c6tl

Io'c'l I

ll,"l"l?,:i:l ä:l:ìl |;"-ii I

lF,,(t)F,.r(t)... F,.,,(t) t 
l#j,,4

where

t is time at a certain instance of machining as the cutter is removing material from the

worþiece;
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aù,bü and c, are the x, y and z components of the direction and position vectors for each

fixture element;

when i <3, o,j,b,j and c, are the direction coefficient, usually the value of a*b,

and c, is equal to -1, 0 or 1;

when i >3, a,b, and cü are the position variables;

F,,r(t)F,,r(t).. . F*,,,(t) , Fr,t(t)Fr.z?)... Fr.,(r) and F",r(t)F,,r(t)... F,,,,(r) are Carresian

components of the n fixturing forces with respect to machining time, which comprise the

locating forces, clamping forces and frictional forces;

R.(r),Rr(r) and R"(t) arc the x, y and z components of the resultant forces withrespect

to machining time, which comprise the cutting forces and weight; and

M.,(t),Mn(r) and M"(t) are the x, y and z components of the resultant moments with

respect to machining time, which comprise the cutting moments and weight moments.

The resultant force and moment at arry time t in the equation (3.I2) can be

represented as:

il

&(/):2P,,,,(,)
It=l

-jj-
Rr(t) = LP,¡,Q)

h=l
n

R- (r; : L P,.,,(r) + ll,(t)
h=t, ,, (3.13)

M,(r) =llp=.,,çr) . 1r,,,(t) -Zpr),(t). z p,,,(t)J+ M ,.0(t) +w"(t). y,,(t)
h=t h=l
.¿- 

tl

M y(t):llP,,,,çt¡. z 0.,,(t) -ZP,,,,(r).x0,,,(t)7+ M r,o?) +w"(t).x,,,(t)
h=l lt=l
-ll- n

M 
=(r) 

:llPr,,,(r¡ . x n,,,(t) -}p,,,,(r) - ! o,Q))+ M 
".r(t)h=l h=l
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where:

P.,',(t) , Pr,,(t) and P,,n(t) are the axial components of the resultant cutting force at time

f:

x 0.,,(t) , ! r,r,(t) and z o,n(r) are the moment arms of the cutting force components at time

L.

M -,oQ), M r,,o(r) and M,,e(t) are the components of the resultant cutting moment at

time t;

LY,(t) is the weight of the workpiece at time t; and

x,,(t) , and y,,(t) are the moment arms of the weight at time t.

If known direction coefficients and position variables among ou,b,j and c, are

replaced in equation (3.I2) and the resultant forces are substituted by equations (3.13),

the matrices can be expressed as:

at.tap '..at,t 00...0 00...0
o0 .. .o brtbr2 .. .br,, 00. . . 0

00 ...0 00. .'0 catc3z ...catl

00...0 borbor...bo, c4tce'..c4,t
astasz---as, 00...0 cstc52...cs,
eataoz.--a6, b61b62...b6,, 00...0

I 
r,.,çt1r,.r(/) ...F,,,, (r)l

'l F,,,(t)F,,r(r). .. Fr,,,(t) l=
lF,.r(t) F 

=.=(t) 
- . . F,,,,(t) )

P,,r(t) + P,,r(t) + .'.+ P,,,,(t)
P y,t(t) + Pr,.r(t) + . . . + Pn.,,(t)
P.,r(r) + P",r(t) + . ..+ P".,,(t) +W=(t)
{[P",, (r) . l r,r(t) + P,,r(t). ! r.z!)+ . .. + P,,,,(t) . y 0,,,(t)]
-lPr.,(t). z p,tQ) + Pr,zQ)' z r,z(r) +.. . + Pr,,çt¡. z n,,,(t))
* M,.o (t) + W, (t)' y,,(t)j
{tP,,, (/) . z o,,Q) + P,.r(t). z o,rf) + .. .+ P,,,,(t)' z ,,,,(t))
-lP",r(t).x r,r(t) + P,,r(t).x r,z(r) +.. .* P,,,,çt¡. x 0,,,(t))
* M ,,oQ) +W,(t).x,,(t))
{l.Pr,r(t)' x r,,(r) + Pr,r(t).x o,r(t) + ..'+ Pr,,,(t).x ,,,,(t)J
-lP,,r(t). ! n,r?) + P,,r(t)- ! p,z(r) + .. .t P,,,(t). y p,,,(t)l+ M ,,oG)\

(3.r4)
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Equation (3.14) is a generic mathematical model of fixture-workpiece systems with

consideration of dynamic machining conditions. As the numbers of unknowns are far

more than that of six equilibrium equations, the workpiece static equìlibrium equation

(3.14) is statically indeterminate. To solve the equations, linear or nonlinear

programming techniques are used, which allow the optimal solutions of statically

indeterminate systems of equations to be found (Hillier and Lieberman, 1990). The

model can be used in automatic fixture verification system as static equilibrium

constraints for fixture validation.

The mathematical model of the fixture system covers both linear and nonlinear

fixture systems. when the position variables (a,,,b,, and c,,) of the fixturing force are

known, the f,rxturing forces F(t) are the only unknown in equation (3.14). Thus, the

fixture system becomes a linear system since the equation consists of six linear equations.

The fixture system with locating pins is an example of linear fixture systems. When the

position variables of the fixturing force are unknown, the fixture system becomes

nonlinear since the equation (3.14) becomes nonlinear. The fixture system with edge or

plate iocators is an example of nonlinear fixture systems.

The mathematical model of fixture-workpiece systems presented in this research is

more realistic than other models in the following aspects:

(a) The model takes into account dynamic machining conditions, including the effect of

weight changes as the worþiece transforms as opposed to without consideration of

dynamic machining conditions or without consideration of the reduction in weight

dwing dynamic machining.
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(b) The changes in frictional forces during the machining operation are considered in this

model.

(c) The model is developed based upon proposed location methods which are the "N-N-

N" and "co-co-co" principles for location as opposed to the "3-2-1" principle. As a

result, the model can handle a fixture system with more than six locating elements as

opposed to other models handling a fixture system with six locating elements.

(d) The mathematical model of the fixture system covers both linear and nonlinear fixture

systems.

3.3 Special Cases of the Generic Mathematical Model

Various force models of fixture systems were developed. However, published force

models (Cabadaja 1990, Fuh et al. 1993, Gandhi and Thompson 1986, Meyer and Liou

1997, Nnaji et al. 1988, Pham et al. 1989, and Trappey and Liu1992) are special cases of

the proposed model. The N-2-1 locating system of a fixture derived by Cai et al. (1996)

is a special case when the N locators are used on the fixture base and the machining

conditions are treated as static. One example proving Fuh's force model to be a special

case of the proposed model is presented in Appendix A.

3.4 Summary

This Chapter studied the modeling of fixture-workpiece systems for automatic

fixture analysis. The formation of a generic mathematical model of fixture systems was

presented. Taking into account dynamic machining conditions, the proposed model is

able to describe and represent a very wide range of fixture-worþiece systems. Plane

location method that is widely used in industry is also considered in the development of
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the model. A plate locator can be defined, as a number of pins that increase to infinity in

an area. As the effect of weight changes during worþiece transformation is considered

in the model, the results from the analysis can be more realistic than the existing models.

Existing force models constructed for describing static equilibrium of fixture-worþiece

systems in fixturing space are special cases of the model. The model can be embedded

into an automatic fixture design system to verify the feasibility of a fixture configuration

design and determine the minimum clamping force. Since fixture configuration design

can be analyzed and verified for the entire machining time, a more valid design of the

fixture can be obtained. In the following Chapters 4 and 5, the applications of the model

in validating the fixture configurations are presented.
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CHAPTER 4 FIXTURE VERIFICATION FOR LINEAR FIXTURE

SYSTEMS

This chapter presents a fixture configuration verification methodology that takes

into account dynamic machining conditions in the verification process. The f,rxture

verification system is modeled as a linear optimization problem with respect to

minimizing clamping forces. A fixture configuration design is validated for all possible

cutting directions. This allows designers to understand thoroughly whether the fixture

configuration is valid and determine what are the variable clamping forces needed for the

fixture system to withstand machining forces over the entire machining time. If the

intended cutting direction is reversed, the fixture should still hold the part in place.

Hence, it makes the verification system more robust and reliable. Three case studies are

included to demonstrate the effectiveness and the capabilities of the methodology.

4.1 Introduction

With the changes in the location and magnitude of machining forces during

machining, all workholding forces are changing with respect to machining time over a

cutting path. Since dynamic cutting forces are imposed on a workpiece, a fixture-

workpiece system must be analyzed from a dynamic point of view. An analytical study

of the fixture-worþiece system requires the development of a fixture verification system
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to examine the feasibility and correctness of a fixture before machining and during

machinins.

This chapter describes an approach to automatic verification of fixture

configurations under dynamic machining for linear fixture systems. The method is to

ensure that a fixture is valid throughout the entire f,rxturing and machining operations.

The fixtures for parts undergoing dynamic machining conditions are validated with

respect to locating stability, deterministic workpiece location, clamping stability and total

restraint for the entire machining process. The variable clamping forces required to

restrain the piece over time are determined during the verification to provide a guideline

for setting up hydraulic or pneumatic clamps. Fixture design improvement is also taken

into consideration for an invalid fixture configuration design. The verification system

would identiff which locator of the f,rxture loses contact with the part and which clamp

needs more clamping force.

4.2Development of a Linear Fixture Verification System

4.2.1 Automatic Fixture Verification System

Under dynamic machining conditions, gravitational force and its position, frictional

forces, locating forces, and clamping forces of a f,rxture-workpiece system are in a

dynamic nature and change with respect to machining time. In order to develop a robust

and viable verification system of a fixture configuration, dynamic machining conditions

are taken into account.
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While material is being removed during machining, magnitude and position of the

gravitational force on a workpiece may change with respect to machining time. The

proposed fixture verification system considers these effects for the following reasons.

First, a fixture analysis model that considers the gradual reduction in gravitational

force during cutting is closer to real machining conditions. Secondly, a fixture analysis

model that considers this change in gravitational force can yield more reliable results than

a method that does not take this into account. In a few cases, constant weight may be

assumed if the material removed is a considerably small percentage of the workpiece

total weight. However, in most cases the material removed from the workpiece is much

greater than can be ignored. To reduce the cost of fixture design, manufacturing, and

setup, a fixture is usually designed to perform both rough and final cutting in a single

setup. Under these conditions, the gradual reduction in weight of the part would impact

the determination of minimum clamping forces, resulting in calculation errors. In the

worst case, the workpiece might not stay in a stable position when the direction of

machining forces is against the clamps.

In addition, the Center of Gravity (C.G.) of the workpiece might also shift if

material removal is not symmetrical to the part. If the C.G. of the workpiece were inside

the triangle base configured by three locators, the slight shift in the C.G. of the worþiece

would have very little effect on the change of workpiece static equilibrium. However, if

the C. G. of aparf such as an L-shaped part resides near the edge of the triangular base, it

would weaken the workpiece static equilibrium.

Since Coulomb's friction law applies to each fixture-worþiece contact, frictional

forces are taken into account in the verification system. Taneential contact force
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components relate to the normal force in a nonlinear manner. However, a linear

approximation of the quadratic friction law is used.

A linear approximation of the quadratic friction law is used for two reasons. First, a

fixture verification model for linear fixture system is developed using Linear

Programming techniques that carinot handle the quadratic friction law. Second, a linear

approximation of the quadratic friction law gives a conservative value of the forces the

fixture can handle. To balance the magnitude of the summation of two frictional force

components, the pressure exerted by the clamping would be increased artificially due to

the linear approximation. The clamping force determined by the verification system

would be a little bit larger than is actually required as a result of the approximation.

Since the workpiece must maintain static equilibrium during the machining

processes, static friction forces are the only concern. The direction of the static friction

force at the fixturing contact point is always against the cutting force during machining.

Clamping forces can be exerted on the workpiece either dynamically or statically.

If a hydraulic or pneumatic clamp is employed, the clamp may provide variable clamping

forces on the workpiece surface with respect to machining time. If a static clamp is

employed, the clamp provides a constant clamping force throughout the operation. The

magnitudes of minimum variable clamping forces over time can be determined during

f,txture verification. Consideration of variable clamping force could help designers to

understand the pattem of clamping force changes over the entire machining time and

provide a guideline for setting up a hydraulic or pneumatic clamp where it is applicable.

In this research, variable clamping forces are considered.
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From a mechanics point of view (chou et al., 1989), fîxtures must satisfy the

following four functional requirements for holding workpiece: (a) locating stability, (b)

deterministic workpiece location, (c) clamping stability and (d) total restraint' The first

three functions are required at the f,rxturing stages. The last function is required in

machining stages. The verification system of a machining fixture configuration presented

in this thesis is to check the feasibility of the f,rxture configuration in the fixturing stages

as well as in the machining stages. Figure 4.1 shows a validation process for fixture

functional confi guration desi gn'

Given workpiece and operation data (geometry, material, friction coefficient,

cutting paths and forces), fixture designers will lay out a set of locating and clamping

points on the part surface, which is called fixture configuration design. This information

is manually entered into Excel spreadsheet as input data. During fixture verification, the

correctness of locations for these contact points on the workpiece is validated'

First, fixture configuration verification in the fixturing process is carried out to check

locating stability, deterministic workpiece location, and clamping stability. Then' fixture

configuration verification in the machining process is implemented to check the total

restraint and determine the minimum clamping forces' For an invalid fixture

configuration, the system would assist designers to identify which locator is losing

contact with the part so that improvement of the design can be made in an efficient

manner. The system would help to identify if any clamps or locators have arrived at their

maximum holding limit. If so, a new set of clamps or locators with higher holding power

would be selected. In the end, a feasible fixture configuration that yields the minimum

total clamping force would be obtained.
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Part and operation data
(Geometry, material, friction coefficient,

& machining data)

Lay out a set of locating &.

clamping points on part surface

Invalid
Fixture configuration

verification of the
fixturing stages

Identifli which
locator is losing

contact with the part
Identifi' which

clamp/locator exceeds
its holding capacity

Invalid

Fixture configuration verification
of the machining stages

Reach clamp/locator
limit

Figure 4.l Yalidation process for fixture configuration design.
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The minimum clamping force is def,rned as a workholding force that is just

sufficient to prevent a workpiece from slipping or detaching in counterbalancing the

machining force. Since the determination of the minimum clamping force is an

optimization issue and the static equilibrium equation of a fixture-worþiece system is

represented as a linear system of six equations, Linear Programming methods are used to

accomplish fixture configuration verification. Using Linear Programming, the optimal

solutions of statically indeterminate systems of equations can be found (Hillier and

Lieberman, 1990). The optimal solution is the one that minimizes the summation of the

magnitudes of all the clamping forces acting on the workpiece.

Although we are minimizing the summation of the magnitudes of all the clamping

forces, the minimization for the individual clamping force may be achieved if each

direction in a fixed Cartesian coordinate has only one clamping force. This is because the

optimization system is not only looking for minimizing the summation of the total

clamping forces, but also determining the individual clamping force that is sufficient to

withstand the cutting force in its holding direction. The clamping forces on each

direction are orthogonal to each other and only relate to each other through their potential

frictional forces. If there is more than one clamping force in one direction, the

minimization of total clamping force in that direction is achieved.

4 .2.2 F ixture C onfi guration Verifi cati on Model

Using Linear Programming (LP) techniques, the verification model of a fixture

configuration can be formulated mathematically as follows. The objective function is to

minimize the summation of clamping forces, which is subject to a set of constraints. The

constraints are: a) worþiece static equilibrium constraints, b) Coulomb friction
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constraints, c) fixturing force magnitude constraints, and d) fixturing force direction

constraints.

If O denotes the objective function value for determining the minimum clamping

forces, the objective function O is to minimize the sum of clamping force magnitudes C,

with respect to machining time t:

If the {(r) denotes a fixture force (locating, clamping or friction) magnitude at

certain machining time t, and the {(r) denotes a clamping force magnitude at certain

machining time t when i = j '..n, the objective function O(r) can be rewritten as

follows:

il

Min. O(r) = IC.(¡)t\ t
;-l

il

Min. O(r) = ZF,(t)

(i =7,2,3,"'n) (4.1)

(4.2)

Subject to:

(a) Static equilibrium constraints - The fixture-worþiece system must be in static

equilibrium for a stable fixture conf,rguration to be realized, over machining time.

Static equilibrium equations (3.14) of fixture-workpiece systems under dynamic

machining, which were derived in the section 3.2, are used as:
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(4.3)

(b) coulomb friction constraints - The friction forces f,,,(t) , fr.,(t), and f-.,(t) must

be positive over machining time t as:

f,,,(t)2 0 ; fr.,(r) > 0 ; and f,.,(/) > 0 (i =7,2,3,'..n) (4.4)

isA linear approximation of the quadratic friction law

used. If ¡-z is the coefficient of static friction anA l{ | is the normal force magnitude,

the linear friction constraint over machining time t is expressed as:

l¡.,, o>l * lf ,,, tùl * lf ,,, Øl < alF, çt¡l (i =1,2,3,...n) (4.s)

(c) Fixturing force magnitude constraints - The minimum and maximum allowable

fixturing forces over machining time {,"., and {*, are specified as:

+ fj,,+ fl,,

4n,n,, I F,(t)<F^*.,
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(d) Fixturing force direction constraints - The normal force applied by the fixture

element on the worþiece must be non-negative to ensure the contact between the

workpiece and fixture element during dynamic machining. This is expressed

mathematically as:

F,(t)>O (i=1,2,3,...n)

4.2.3 Determination of Allowable Fixturing Force Magnitudes

(4.7)

(4.8)

When a particular clamp or locator is selected during the fixture design, the fixture

element has a certain holding or supporting capacity. Hence, the maximum allowable

fixturing forces that locators and clamps can take are specified as constraints. The

maximum allowable clamping or locating force may be defined as:

4nu*: s.Ft¡r,¡t, 0<s<1

where s is a safety factor, ãfld Ft¡,,,¡, is the largest possible clamping or locating force a

clamp or a locator could provide in terms of its specifications.

The largest clamping or locating force may be used as the maximum allowable

fixturing force. If a fixture designer wants to add a factor of safety to the maximum

allowable clamping or locating force, the equation (4.8) can be used. If the smaller s is

selected, then the higher safety factor is considered. The determination of the value of

the safety factor depends on how a designer makes a decision based on their company's

practice and the machining conditions.

During fixture setup and machining, the orientation of the fixture placement on a

machine tool or machining center might change from a horizontal position to a vertical
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position or vice versa, e.g. changing from a horizontal machining center to a vertical

machining center as shown in Figure 4.2. Figtxe 4.2a shows that the fixture was deigned

for a vertical machining center. However, it was mounted on a horizontal machining

center as shown in Figure 4.2b. The forces of, the fixture systems consist of a reaction

force N from the plate locator, a clamping force from clamp Fç and weight W of the

worþiece. Frictional forces ffi and -fò arc the only holding forces for the part, as the

weight of the workpiece is not supported by the fixture base, the clamp, or the locator any

more.

Since frictional forces for holding the part are in a pair (frictional forces from both a

clamp and locator), two frictional forces counterbalance the weight of the workpiece if
only a single clamp is employed. If there are two locators on one side and one clamp on

the other side to hold the workpiece, the resultant friction force from the two locators

should be equal to the frictional force from the clamp. According to the friction law, the

maximum frictional force is equal to friction coefficient times the normal force (clamping

force). The following equation for one clamp can be obtained:

2. p. F, =ll/

where W is the weight of the workpiece, ¡z is static friction coefficient, Fç is the clamping

force.

For multiple clamps, we have

2' p.n¡' Fr : [,[

(4.e)

(4.10)

where n, isthe number of clamps involved in holding the part with frictional forces.
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Iocator

Front view Left side view

a) A fixture set-up for a vertical machining center.

Worþiece

Plate locator

Front view Left side view

b) Mounted on a horizontal machining center.

Figure 4.2The orientation of the fixture placement on a machining center.
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The fixtured workpiece might also experience unexpected disturbing forces.

Hence, the minimum clamping force is set in such a way that the magnitudes of frictional

forces must be sufficient to maintain the stability of the workpiece in the fixture when it

is subject to the weight of the workpiece and unexpected disturbing forces. If there are

several friction coefficients due to different clamps, the smallest friction coefficient is

used. The minimum allowable clamping force {,n.. for each clamp may be defined as:

4nin,c = l-* r,
zn¡.F (4.11)

(4.12)

where [4t is the weight of the worþiece, n, is the number of clamps involved in holding

the part with friction forces, p is static friction coefficient , and Fu is the disturbing force.

For the case where the weight of the worþiece is supported by the fixture element

other than the base, the minimum allowable clamping force F',,,..- may be defined as:

4,,n,., -+F
W

çn, +2nr . F)

where z. denotes the number of clamps involved in supporting the weight.

To ensure that the workpiece stays in contact with the locator during machining, the

minimum allowable locating force F,nin,r (10N-20N) is specified. Theoretically

speaking, the workpiece should stay in contact with the locator during machining if the

reaction force on a locator is zero. However, 10N to 20N should usually be used as the

minimum locating force, to guarantee that the locator is always in contact with the

workpiece. There are some situations where the locator could have a zero reaction force.
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but properly locating the part and maintaining the correct position in the fixture would

depend upon the placement process rather than on the structure of the fixture. If there is a

need to speciS a zero reaction force, it can be done easily by changing the input.

4.2.4 Fixrure Verification for the Fixturins Process

Using the fixture verification model developed previously in section 4.2.2,locating

stability, deterministic worþiece location and clamping stability in the fixturing process

for a given fixture configuration is first validated. During the fixturing process,

machining time and machining forces in the Linear Programming (LP) model are set to

zero' To check for locating stability, all clamping forces in the model are set to zero. If

the solution to the LP model is feasible, the workpiece is at equilibrium resting on its own

weight in the f,txture. Physically, this means that static equilibrium of the fixture system

is achieved under the weight of the workpiece and no detaching forces at the locators are

found. All locating forces are determined.

Checking for deterministic workpiece location and clamping stability is

accomplished by setting all minimum allowable clamping forces to a value, as discussed

in the section 4.2.3 above. If the solution to the LP model is feasible, the worþiece is

deterministically located and the clamping forces do not upset the stable and accurate

position previously determined by locators. The result demonstrates that worþiece

equilibrium is maintained when the workpiece is subject to clamping forces and weight.

The solutions of positive locating forces at locators to the LP model can be found.
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4.2.5 Fixture Verification for the Dynamic Machining process

Fixture verification for the machining process consists of two main tasks: total

restraint of the workpiece and determination of minimum clamping forces. During

machining, the fixture should completely restrain the workpiece to counter dynamic

unpredicted machining forces and moments. Dynamic and unpredicted machining forces

and moments can be generated during the following conditions:

a) when the cutter travels through the worþiece with respect to time;

when the depth of the cut changes with respect to time;

when the feedrates change with respect to time; and

when the machining directions are altered.

To ensure total restraint of the worþiece under dynamic machining, the fixture

configuration is validated for a machining path in both a given direction of cutter motion

and the reverse direction of the initial cutting path.

For end milling, it is assumed that the point of action of the resultant milling forces

is at the middle of the axial depth of cut (King, 1985). The force calculations are

performed at equidistant points along the cutting path. The distance between the points is

adjustable. If a feasible solution to the LP model is found, the fixture is verified to be

valid because the fixture forces at locators are positive at all times. If a feasible solution

to the LP model could not be found, the fixture force magnitude and direction constraints

would be reset to allow forces at locators to have negative values. Then the model would

be run again. This would assist in identifying which locator would actually detach from

the worþiece so that the invalid fixture configuration could be corrected. If some

b)

c)

d)
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clamps reach their holding capacity, the system would assist in identi$ring which clamp

has arrived at its limit and needs to be replaced. Charts showing the results of the Lp

modei can be used to guide the redesign of the fixture configuration.

4.3 Fixture Verifïcation Case Studies

In this section, three case studies are presented. Case study one is to demonstrate

that the proposed verification approach with consideration of dynamic machining

conditions is more reliable than Meyer and Liou's approach which only considers

machining force traveling through the part on the surface under dynamic milling. When

the depth of the cut and direction of machining changes, the f,ixture configuration that

was found to be feasible, may no longer be able to hold the part in place. This case study

is also to show the application of the proposed approach to validating a typic al ',3-2-1,,

fixture configuration that consists of six locating pins and three clamps.

Case study two iliustrates the application of the proposed approach to validating a

f,txture with more than six locating pins and three clamps. The worþiece undergoes

machining forces from two milling cutters simultaneously, which could be the case for

some high production milling machines. Case study two also suggests that during

machining, a reduction in weight from 100N to 92.2N will have an effect on the

validation results. If a constant gravitational force is assumed during the validation, an

error of about eight percent will be introduced in the calculations.

Case study three is fixture conf,rguration verification for turning fixtures. This case

demonstrates the appiication of the proposed approach in validating other machining

fixtures.
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In this research, a constant and smallest friction coefficient for all contacts is

utilized from a conservative perspective in design. The coefficient of static friction is

experimentally determined which depends on the materials from which the contacting

bodies are made and on the condition of the contact surfaces. The values of the

coefficients of static friction are in a range obtained from experiments on dry surfaces.

The friction coefficient may very in the real machining situation. In the machining

process, coolant or oil might be introduced into the contact area. Considering this, a

lowest value of friction coefficients from the range is selected from the handbook. If a

friction coefficient in case studies is still smaller than the value on the handbook, a safe

policy for selecting a coefficient of friction is adopted. If there is a need for using a

variable friction coefficient over time for the contacts, the verification system can handle

it by treating the friction coeff,rcient as a variable. If there is a need for using different

friction coefficients over time for the contacts, the verification system can handle it by

inputting different coefficients into the system.

In all case studies including case studies in Chapter 5, the magnitudes of all cutting

forces are given. The estimation approach of the determination of the cutting forces is

not used, but any format of cutting forces and moments can be easily entered in the

model as inputs.

4.3.1 Case Study One

A fixture configuration designed by Meyer and Liou (1997) for holding a

rectangular prismatic block as shown in Figure 4.3 is to undergo a machining force of

[100N,-100N,-50N]' given by Meyer and Liou at the middle of the depth of the cut. The

cutter travels from (1lcm, 10cm, 3cm) to (i 1cm, Ocm, 3cm) with a feedrate of 0.5 cm/s
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in machinìng a slot. In this example, no cutting depth was specified by Meyer and Liou.

The following analysis is run for the cutting depth of 0cm, lcm, and 2cm. The total

machining time is 20 seconds with machining forces and moments calculated at 0, 4, 8,

12, 16, and 20 seconds. The block is subjected to an initial body force of [0,0,-25N]r at

its centroid (7.5cm,5cm, 2.5cm). The clamping force of 20N is applied to each clamp.

To make a comparison with the Meyer and Liou results, frictional forces are neglected as

Meyer and Liou did in the following calculations. The verification model presented in

the previous section is coded by using a commercial linear programming package,

LINDO, for case studies in this Chapter.
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Figure 4.3 A fixture configuration generated by Meyer and Liou (1997).
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tixture verification for the fixturing process

Under a gravitational force of 25N, a feasible solution to the LP model was found.

Therefore, locating stability for the given fixture configuration was verified to be valid.

Reaction forces at locators: L7,L2, and L3 were 9.4N, 3.lN, and,I2.5 N, respectively.

It was also verified that the workpiece was deterministically located, and the

clamping forces did not upset the stable and accurate position previously determined by

locators. This is because: (a) a feasible solution to the LP model was found, with the

given part weight and clamping forces; and (b) all fixturing forces (C|:C2:C3:20N,

L1:7.8N, L2:5.1N, L3:32.lN, L4:6.7N, L5:13.3N, and L6:20N) were positive. To

make a comparison between Meyer and Liou's approach and the proposed method, the

minimum and maximum allowable clamping forces of 20N and 30N from Meyer and

Liou's case study were used.

Fixture verificationþr the dynamic machining process

Gravitational forces of the workpiece and its position over machining time were

calculated as shown in Table 4.1. Total restraint of the workpiece for a given machining

direction in negative y was not achieved because no feasible solution to the LP model

was found when (a) the minimum and maximum clamping forces were set to 20N and

30N; and (b) minimum and maximum locating forces were set to 0N and 200N. By

allowing the locating forces to have negative values, the resulting fixture forces at the

locators were found as shown in Figure 4.4. The fixture configuration was found to be

invalid for machining the slot because the fixture force at locator L2 was negative at the

beginning of machining operation, which means the workpiece detached from the locator.
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Utilizing the same method, validations of the given fixture design for total restraint

were obtained and summarized as shown in Table 4.2. From Table 4.2 it canbe seen that

the same fixture configuration yields the opposite result if the point of action of

machining forces for the axial cutting depth of 2cm is assumed to be on the workpiece

surface.
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Table 4.1 Gravitational forces for cutting in the negative y direction.

Table 4.2 Summary of validations for the given fixture design

Time (s) Gravity (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0, 0, -25.0] (75.0,50.0,25.0)

4 10,0, -24.91 (74.7, 49.6,24.9)

8 [0,0, -24.51 (74.3,49.4,24.7)

12 [0, 0, -24.21 (73.9,49.3,24.5)

16 L0,0, -24.01 (13.5,49.5,24.4)

20 L0,0, -23.71 (73.1, 50.0,24.2)

Axial depth of cut in Z axis 0cm lcm 2cm

Direction of cutter motion in -v Valid Valid Invalid

Direction of cutter motion in *v Invalid Invalid Invalid
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Figure 4.4 Fixturing forces over cutting time for a cutting depth of 2cm.
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Delermination of adequate clamping forces

If the same fixture configuration had to be used, one would like to understand

whether there were adequate clamping forces to completely restrain the workpiece during

machining. Constraints in the LP model were changed as follows: the maximum

allowable locating and clamping forces were set to much higher forces, 600N and 500N,

respectively. For machining directions in both negative and positive y the lower bounds

of C 1, C2 and C3 were set to be 20N as before. The lower bounds of locators were ser ro

10N. Gravitational force and its position for machining direction in positive y were

calculated as shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Gravitational forces for cutting in the positive y direction.

Time (s) Gravity (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0, 0, -25.0] (75.0,50.0, 25.0)

+ L0,0, -24.81 (74.7,50.4,24.9)

8 10,0, -24.51 (74.3, 50.6,24.7)

t2 10,0, -24.2) (73.9, 50.7 , 24.5)

t6 10,0, -24.01 (73.5,50.5,24.4)

20 10,0, -23.71 (73.t, 50.0,24.2)
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One of the verification results is shown in Figure 4.5, which illustrates the variable

clamping forces (CL, C2 and C3) required to maintain positive forces at all locators over

time. Most reaction forces are linear and do not change too much. Only the reaction

force from locator L6 decreases over the first 15 seconds of machining, and then

increases over the final five seconds. It has the exact pattem of clamp C3 with a

difference of 100N. As the cutting force of 100N in the x-direction is against clamp C3,

the reaction force from locator L6 is equal to the clamp force minus the cutting force of

100N.

At the beginning of machining in the positive y direction, the largest rotational

moment was generated by the cutting force of 100N. With decreasing moment arm over

time, the cutting moment decreased, as did the clamping force required for clamp C3.

When the cutter moved to the point where locator L6 is, the reaction force from locator

L6 was zero. When the cutter passed the position of locator L6, the moment arm of the

cutting force increased. The rotational moment generated by the cutting force at locator

L6 began to increase. As a result, the reaction force increased after the 15 seconds of

machining.

From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the magnitudes of minimum variable clamping

forces exhibit dramatic changes over time. Therefore, an invalid fixture configuration

under dynamic machining could turn out to be valid when using a verification approach

developed based on the assumption that the machining condition is static.

Minimum clamping forces required for total restraint were found as listed in Table

4-4- If a constant clamping force rather than a va¡iable clamping setting is employed,

minimum clamping forces for clamp C7, C2 and C3 should be set to be 96N, 121N, and
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288N, respectively. Under the proposed clamping forces, the part stability under the

dynamic machining will be maintained in both cutting directions for cutting depth up to 2

cm.

Table 4.4 Minimum clamping force ranges

Axial depth of cut in Z axis
Clamping force

(cutter motion in -y)

Clamping force

(cutter motion in +y¡

0cm cI:c2:c3:20N
C1:38-96N

C2:100-121N

C3:288-100N

1cm cI:c2:C3:20N
C1:20-63N

c2:100-121N

C3:288-100N

2cm
C1:43-20N

C2:C3:20N

C1:20-28N

C2:100-121N

c3:288-100N
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4.3.2 Case Study Two

A fixture configuration, as shown in Figure 4.6, is to undergo machining forces

from two cutters in cutting two slots (length : 1Ocm, width :2cm,high : 4cm) along the

z-direction and y-direction simultaneously. Cutter 1 travels from (9cm, 10cm, 6cm) to

(9cm, Ocm, 6cm) and cutter 2 travels from (4cm, 5cm, 1Ocm) to (4cm, 5cm, 6cm) with a

feedrate of 0.25 cm/s for both cutters during machining. The workpiece is subjected to

machining forces of [200N,-200N,-l00N1r from cutter 1 and 1100N,-200N,-200N]r from

cutter 2 at the middle of the cutting depth. The total machining time is 40 seconds with

machining forces and moments calculated at every four seconds for given cutting

directions as shown in Fisure 4.6.

Four clamps are applied on the worþiece to maintain worþiece static equilibrium

under operations of machining slots. The block is subjected to an initial body force of

[0,0,-100N]r at its centroid (1Ocm, 5cm, 5cm). It is required to veri$z whether the fixture

configuration is valid, and to determine the minimum clamping loads to hold the

worþiece during machining.
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Figure 4.6 Fixture configuration design for case study two.
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Fixture verification for the fixturing process

Under a gravitational force of 100N, locating stability for the given fixture

configuration is achievable since a feasible solution to the Lp model was found.

Locating forces at locators: Fr,F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, and F7 were 0N,50N,0N,50N,0N,

0N, and 0N, respectively.

Minimum and maximum allowable clamping forces were set to 50N, and 600N. A

friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed. It was verified that the worþiece was

deterministically located and the clamping forces did not upset the stable and accurate

position previously determined by locators. This is because a feasible solution to the Lp

model was found when the worþiece was subjected to gravity and clamping forces. All

fixturing forces (F8:F9:F1O:Fr i:50N, F1:135.lN, F2:10N, F3:2g.4N, F4:10N,

F5:10N, F6:32.5N, and F7:31.5N) were positive. Frictional forces involved in

fixturing in the x direction were found to be 3.6N at locator F1, 0.8N at locator F2, 2N at

locator F4, 2N at locator F5, i0N at clamp F10. Frictional forces involved in fixturing in

the y direction were found to be 1.2N at locator F2, and 6.3N at locator F7. Frictional

forces involved in fixturing in the z direction were found to be 6.5N at locator F6, and

iON at clamp F8.

Fixture verificationfor the dynamic machining process

To ensure a tight contact between the worþiece and each fixture element during

machining, the 10N reaction force at locators was imposed as a lower bound in the

verification model. Minimum clamping force was set to 50N according to the proposed

method of determining allowable minimum clamping forces that was presented in the

section 4.2.3. The maximum allowable locating and clamping forces were set to g00N
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and 600N based on the fixturing elements' specifications. The weight of the workpiece

was considered as one of the dynamic elements of force, which decreased from l00N

initially to 92.2N over time as shown in Table 4.5. Fixture configuration was verified to

be valid for machining in the negative y and z directions because all reaction forces at

locators were positive as shown in Figure 4.7.

From Figure 4.7 , it can be seen that reaction forces from three locators F 1, F2, and

F4 on the bottom were changing over time, but the reaction force at locator F3 remained

constant because locators Fl, F2, and F4 withstood most cutting forces in z-axis.

Reaction force at locator F5 increased over time because locator F5 resisted the rotational

moment generated by cutter 2, which was increasing. On the contrary, the reaction force

at locator F6 decreased over time because locator F6 resisted the rotational moments

generated by cutter 1, which was decreasins.

Figure 4.8 illustrates frictional forces over time. It can be seen that the pattern of

the frictional forces over time was the same as normal reaction forces. The result was

correct because it exactly followed the friction law. The minimum clamping forces were

determined to be 50N for each clamp. The workpiece was completely restrained under

these static-clamping forces.
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Table 4.5 Gravitational forces for cutting in the negative y and z directions.

Time (s) Gravify (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0, 0, -100.01 (100.0, 50.0, 50.0)
AT [0,0, -99.4] (100.3, 49.9, 49.7)

8 [0, 0, -99.6] (100.6, 49.7,49.5)

t2 [0, 0, -97.9] (101.0, 49.6,49.2)

16 [0, 0, -97.01 (101.4, 49.5,49.0)

20 [0, 0, -96.21 (101.8, 49.5, 4g.g)

')ÀLA [0, 0, -95.4] (102.2, 49.5, 4g.g)

28 L0,0, -94.61 (102.6,49.5,48.7)

J¿ [0, 0, -93.9] (103.0, 49.6,48.6)

36 [0, 0, -93.0] (r03.4, 49.9, 49.6)

40 [0,0, -92.2] (103.8, 50.0, 49.7)
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In fixture verif,tcation for machining in the positive y and z directions, the

worþiece was subjected to machining forces of [-200N,200N,-100i/]7' from cutter i

and [100¡/,200N,200N11' from cutter 2 at the middle of the cutting depth. The

machining forces and moments were calculated at every four seconds. Table 4.6 shows

the calculation results of gravitational forces that were used in the fixture verification.

The same constraints as verification for machining in the negative y and z directions were

used.

The fixture for machining in the positive y and z directions was verified to be valid,

but the verification result demonstrated that the clamps F9 and F10 reached their

maximum allowable clamping forces of 600N as shown in Figure 4.9. It indicated that

the clamps selected might not have sufficient holding forces for this operation. The new

clamps with allowable holding forces of 1500N and the new locators with maximum

allowable locating forces of 2000N were selected, and then the model was run again.

The minimum variable clamping forces for the valid fixture configuration were obtained

as shown in Figure 4.10.

From Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the fixture configuration was not the optimal

one since the clamping force at clamp F9 was over ten times higher than other clamps in

the beginning of machining. The additional clamping force required at F9 was due to the

counterbalancing of most of the machining forces and moments generated by the cgtters.
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Table 4.6 Gravitational forces for cutting in the positive y and z directions.

Time (s) Gravify (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0,0, -100.0] (100.0, 50.0, 50.0)

4 10,0, -gg.4l (100.3, 50.1, 50.0)

8 [0, 0, -99.6] (100.6, 50.3, 50.1)

I2 [0, 0, -97.9] (101 .0, 50.4, 50.0)

l6 [0, 0, -97.0] (101.4, 50.5, 50.0)

20 10,0, -96.21 (101.8, 50.5,49.9)

24 [0, 0, -95.4] (102.2,50.5, 49.g)

28 10,0, -94.61 (102.6, 50.5, 49.6\
a^)z [0, 0, -93.9] (103.0, 50.4,49.4\

36 [0, 0, -93.0] (103.4, 50.2,49.r\

40 10,0, -92.21 (103.9, 50.0, 49.7)
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Figure 4.1 1 shows a lower variable clamping force for the new fixture configuration

with the repositioned clamp F8 at location (4cm, 10cm, 8cm). The magnitude of the

minimum clamping force F9 in the beginning of machining was reduced by more than

half as clamp F8 shared some of the holding forces with clamp F9. Figure 4.12 illustrates

the reaction forces with the repositioned ctamp F8.

O¡ denotes the objective function value for the LP model without repositioning

clamp F8, and 02 denotes the objective function value for the LP model with

repositioning clamp F8. Figure 4.13 can be plotted based on the objective function

values obtained during the verification. The curves for the objective function as shown in

Figure 4.13 represent the summation of magnitudes of all the clamping forces over

machining time. Since 02 has smaller values over the curve of total minimum clamping

force magnitudes, the fixture configuration with the repositioned clamp F8 is more

feasible.

Figure 4.14 shows the new fixture conf,rguration created by repositioning the clamp

F8 from (l4cm, 10cm, 8cm) to (4cm, i0cm, 8cm). If a constant clamping force rather

than a variable clamping setting is employed, minimum clamping forces for clamp F8,

F9, F10, and Fli should be set to be 376N,580N, gON, and 50N, respectively.

According to the magnitudes of these clamping forces, a new set of clamps with proper

holding capacity can be selected for this operation.
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Figure 4.14 Fixture with repositioned clamp F8 for case study two.
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4.3.3 Case Study Three

To demonstrate the capability of the verification methodology in the application of

refurbishing a turbine shaft in the maintenance shop at the Selkirk Generating Station,

Manitoba Hydro Corporation, a fixture verification case study for turning operation is

presented as follows.

A fixture configuration for turning operation as shown in Figure 4.15 is to undergo

a machining force of [-150i/, -]5N,400N1t'. A cylindrical part (6cm in diameter by l6cm

long) with a hole (2cm in diameter) in the center is to undergo finish turning. The force

model of the turning fixture that consists of 3-jaw chuck and tailstock is shown in Figure

4.I5b. The coordinate of the fixture-workpiece system is set at the center of forces

applied by each of the three jaws of the chuck on the worþiece where the centrifugal

forces of the three jaws act. The cuter travels from (9cm , Z.9cm,Ocm) to (3cm, 2.9cm,

Ocm) with a feedrate of 0.3 mm/rev. The depth of cut is 0.1cm and the length of the cut

is 6cm. The spindle speed of the lathe was set at 400RPM. The total turning time is 30

seconds with machining forces and moments calculated at0,5, i0, 15, 20,25, and 30

seconds. The part is subjected to a weight of [0,0,-14N17' at its centroid (gcm,4cm,

0cm). It is required to determine minimum clamping forces of 3-jaw chuck and

supporting forces of the tailstock.

In this example, a constant gravitational force was assumed as material to be

removed from the part was so little that it would not have a significant impact on the

result of the calculation. The friction coefficient for the contact of the workpiece and the

fixture element was 0.4. The minium and maximum allowed clamping forces for the
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jaws were set to be 100N and 1,000N, respectively because very large forces were

required to counter the centrifugal force on the three jaws. In Figure 4.15b, clamping

forces F1,F2, and F3 represent actual forces that were applied on the workpiece by each

of the three jaws of the chuck. The magnitude of centrifugal forces developed by the

mass of the jaw during turning were added to the existing jaw forces Fl, F2, and F3 in

Figures 4.16 and 4.I9.

Figure 4.16 shows the jaw forces required to hold the workpiece over the first

revolution. Figure 4.17 illustrates the frictional forces involved in holding the workpiece

over the first revolution. Figure 4.18 shows the supporting forces from the tailsotck over

the first revolution. Figure 4.19 shows the fixturing forces over machining time when

theta was equal to 90 degrees.

The fixture conf,rguration consisiting of 3-jaw chuck and tailstock was valid because

all focres were positive during machining. The minimum clamping forces or jaw forces

(Fl, F2 and F3) for the tuming operation were determined and presented in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.I5 A fixture configuration for turning operation.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter presented a robust linear fixture verification methodology that takes

into account dynamic machining conditions. The method provides a simple and effective

means for:

(a) validating a fixture configuration with respect to locating stability, deterministic

workpiece location, clamping stability and total restraint;

(b) identiffing which locator is losing contact with the part for an invalid fixture

configuration;

(c) identifying which clamp needs to be replaced; and

(d) determining minimum clamping forces over the entire machining time.

Setting up minimum allowable clamping force constraints would guarantee a viable

fixture configuration throughout the fixturing process. Considering the application of

external loads on the workpiece in any cutting direction would ensure that the worþiece

is totally restrained by the fixture to withstand unpredicted machining forces and

moments throughout the machining process. Charts of minimum clamping forces and

objective functions of the LP verification model can be used to guide fixture

configuration designs. This fixture verification system can be applied to linear fixture

system validation for modular and conventional fixtures.
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C}TAPTER 5 F'IXTUR.E VERTFICATIOI{ FOR NONLINEAR

F'IXTURE SYSTEMS

This chapter presents a fixture configuration verif,rcation methodology for nonlinear

fixture systems, which is developed on the basis of the optimal clamping force and total

restraint. This method can be applied in validating the feasibility of a fixture with point,

line and area contacts in two stages: fixturing and machining. The "co-co-co" principle for

nonlinear fixture location is proposed. The automatic fixture verification system is

modeled as a nonlinear optimization problem with respect to minimizing clamping

forces. The method presented in this chapter extends the verification capabilities from

linear fixture systems with point contact for location presented in Chapter 4 to nonlinear

fixture systems with line and surface contacts for location. The method provides a simple

and effective means for:

(a) veriÛzing whether a particular fixturing configuration is valid with respect to

part locating stability, deterministic workpiece location, clamping stability and

total restraint and

(b) determining minimum variable clamping forces over the entire machining time.

Two case studies are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and the capabilities

of the methodology.
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5.L Introduction

The function of a machining fixture is to establish the required position and

orientation of a workpiece to the machining tool or cutter and maintain its position during

machining through a set of fixture elements in contact with the worþiece. Common

contact types between the workpiece and fixture elements can be reduced to point, line

and surface contacts. Hence, a viable fixture configuration verification system should be

able to analyze a fixture system with these types of contacts for locations. Round pin,

Vee-block and plate locators are examples of point, line and surface contacts in the

fixture system.

In many fixture applications, line and surface contacts are relied upon for location

and restraint. For the same operation, the fixture set-up in the fixturing process may be

different than the fixture set-up in the machining process. As an example, removable

locating pins could be used for part location, and then clamps are applied and the pins are

removed for part machining, so that the pins do not interfere with the cutting path. Thus,

it is desirable to develop a fixture verification system that can validate the feasibility of

fixture configurations with these contacts for location throughout the operation in both

fixturing and machining stages. This chapter addresses the problem of validating fixture

configurations with point, line and surface contacts for location based on locating

stability, deterministic workpiece location, clamping stability, total restraint, and

minimum clamping forces. The first three functions are verified at the fixturing stages.

The fourth function, total restraint that yields the minimum clamping force is verified in

the machining stages. The fixture verification methodology also takes into account

dynamic machining conditions.
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5.2 Ðevelopment of a l",lonlinear Fixture Verification System

5.2.1 Worþiece Static Equilibrium Constraints

During machining, the fixture-workpiece system must be in static equilibrium for a

stable fixture configuration to be realized over machining time. The static equilibrium

equations for every force and moment involved in a fixture-workpiece system, located in

a fixed Cartesian coordinate space, over machining time can be mathematically expressed

AS:

IF(r¡ = I (s.1)

Z7(t)*F1r;=6 (5.2)

where t denotes the machining time; F(r) denotes the forces with respect to machining

time, which comprise the locating, clamping, frictional, machining, and gravitational

forces; and 7(t) denotes the moment arm of the forces at time t.

Locating, clamping, and frictional forces are f,rxturing forces to be determined.

When the moment arms of fixturing forces in the equations are known, the fixture system

is defined as a linear system because it consists of six linear equations. Point contacts

such as f,txtures with pins for locations are an example of a linear system. When the

moment arms of the frxturing forces in the equations are unknown, the fixture system is

defined as a non-linear system because the equations become non-linear. Fixture systems

with line or area contacts such as Vee-block and plate locator for locations are examples

of non-linear systems.
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5.2.2The "oo-co-co" Principle for Nonlinear Fixture Location

The purpose of location is to achieve the desired positional and orientational

relationship between the workpiece and the machine tool or cutter by depriving the

worþiece of its six degrees (three movement and three rotational) of freedom in space.

Various locating methods have been developed for this purpose, which can be reduced to

point, line and area contacts for location. A round pin - point contact, can eliminate one

degree of freedom of the workpiece. An edge locator - line contact, can eliminate two

degrees of freedom of the worþiece. A plate locator - area contact, can eliminate three

degrees of freedom of the workpiece.

With increasing the number of pins in the base (primary datum plane) from 3 to N,

the "3-2-1" locating principle may be expanded to the "N-2-1" principle. Using the same

method for secondary and tertiary datum planes, the "N-2-l" principle for location may

be expanded to the "N-N-N" principle. When the number of pins used in the datum plane

tends to approach infinity, an edge or plate locator may replace the location pins. The

line contact for location is modeled as an infinite number of pins along the line to support

the workpiece. The area contact for location is modeled as an infinite number of pins in

an area to support the workpiece. Hence, the "N-N-N" principle for location may be

expanded to the "co-co-oo" principle for nonlinear fixture location.

5.2.3 Positive Reaction Constraints

According to Newton's third law (Beer and Johnston, 1981), the forces of action

and reaction between bodies in contact have the same magnitude, same line of action, and

opposite sense. This law may apply to the fixture-workpiece system where locators with
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point, line and area contacts are involved. The locators for point contacts may be

involved in locating the workpiece with rough or machined surfaces. The locators for

line or area contacts may be involved in locating the workpiece with only machined

surfaces. As proposed, a locating element with line or area contacts for location can be

viewed as the element to be made of infinite numbers of tiny pins, each having a reaction.

The reaction distribution within a contact region is usually unknown and completely

dependant upon the magnitude and point of application of all acting forces. To simplify

fixture analysis, a resultant reaction of all the infinite number of reaction forces is

assumed for a fixture with line or area contacts in the research. If the resultant reaction is

positive, it means that two rigid bodies (workpiece and locator) remain in contact.

When the reaction is resolved into two components, one perpendicular and the other

tangent to the contact surface, the perpendicular force is the normal force and the

component tangent to the surface is the frictional force. The frictional force is then

resolved into two components with respect to two axes. The maximum frictional force

which can be developed is independent of the size of the contact area. To maintain the

workpiece stability during fixturing and machining processes, positive reactions on the

locators are required. By defining that the normal vector at the contact has to be directed

towards the workpiece, the positive reaction requirement can be met. The normal force

of the Cartesian component of the reaction must remain positive to ensure the worþiece

stays in contact with the locators. Fixture verification checks if total restraint of the

workpiece in dynamic machining is maintained at all times. The position variables of the

reaction can be determined through static equilibrium equations of the fixture system.
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5 .2.4 F ixturing Force Magnitude Constraints

The minimum and maximum allowable fixturing forces that locators and clamps

can take are specified as constraints. The formulas for determining their magnitudes

derived in section 4.2.3 are utilized in the nonlinear fixture verification.

5.2.5 Position Variable Constraints

To ensure that the reaction force on the locators is originating from the locating

element in contact with the workpiece, the position variables (x and y in Figure 5.1) for

locators must lie on the contact line or within the contact region. Figure 5.1 illustrates

common contacts and their constraints. Figures 5.1a, 5.lb, and 5.1c show common line

contacts and corresponding position variable constraints. Figures 5.ld, 5.le, and 5.lf

illustrate area contacts and corresponding position variable constraints.
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Figure 5.1 Position variable constraints for common line and area contacts.
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5.2.6 Fixture Verification with Respect to Optimal Clamping Forces

If a resultant reaction force on the locator with line or area contacts is assumed in a

fixture-workpiece system, a valid fixture configuration usually renders infinite number of

feasible solutions to static equilibrium equations of the fixture-workpiece system with

regard to reaction forces, clamping forces, and the positions of reactions on the locators.

However, there exists one solution with respect to the minimum clamping force.

Theorem 1. There must exist one solution to the static equilibrium equations of a

nonlinear fixture system under external loads if the position variables of the reaction are

determined based on the minimum clamping force.

Proof: Figure 5.2a illustrates a fixture configuration of a2-D part with a line contact

for location. The following inequalities (5.3) and (5.4) can be derived based on static

equilibrium equations of the 2-D fixture system and the relations between the frictional

force and normal force. (See Appendix B for details).

ç 2!o.-L6. *wt2p 2' /

Fr(xr - x, * p'y")+ F,y,, +W(x,, -x, r p.y,)

(s.3)

C> -(F, +W) (s.4)xN-xr+p'y,

where F*, Fy, C, N, and W aÍe x, y components of machining force, clamping force,

reaction force, and weight, respectively; *p, !F, xc, !c, xw. and xN are coordinates for those

forces; and ltis friction coefficient.

For each given xr, there are an infinite number of solutions of C which satisfu the

inequalities, but there exists a minimum clamping force C.,n and a x/y, coffespondingly:
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r- -F, 1
v*i^ - ---(F..+W\>0)tt )'t

Substituting 6.4) with C,in,

(s.s)

*x"- lt-!, (5.6)
Fr(xr - x" * p' y") + F,yF + [.tr/(x,, - x, * p - y,)

Therefore, the position variable x" of the reaction for line contact can be determined

based on the minimum ciamping force.
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Figure 5.2b illustrates a fìxture configuration of a 3-D part with an area contact for

location. The following inequalities (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) can be derived also based on

static equilibrium equations of the fixture system, and the relations between the frictional

force and normal force. (See Appendix C for details).

ç 2J-
2¡t -Lro- *w¡2' (s.1)

(s .8)

(5.e)

(s.10)

C>
(Fr, n - F,! r) - lt(W + l,Xx" cosá - y r sin9)

¡t(x* cos0 - y" sin 0) + p(x, cos0 - y"sin?)

n ,,(!* + xr)(ll + F,) -W(y,, + x,") + 2,,(F* + F)- F,(y,, - xn)
p. z,(cos0 + sind) + (y 

" 
+ x,) - (y u + "")

where sind= F,(F:*Fr')-t'', cos?:Fr(F:+r])-'''; F*, Fy, F,, C, N, and w are

machining force components, clamping force, reaction force, and weight, respectively; xr,

!F, zF, xC, !C, zC, xw, -/rv, xN and ).,r.¡ are coordinates for those forces; and p is friction

coefficient.

For each given x* and !N,there are an infinite number of feasible solutions of C

which satisôr the inequalities, but there exists a minimum clamping force C_,n :

C,r," =l
¿p F¡t -lro,+w)>o

Employingequation(5.10),thepositionvariables x, and lr ofthereactionNcanbe

determined through the inequalities (5.8) and (5.9) by substituting C's in the inequalities

with C*,n.
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Therefore, there is one optimal solution to the static equilibrium equations of a

nonlinear f,txture system under external loads based on the minimum clamping force.

If multiple clamps (C,, i=7,2;-.,n) arc exerted on the 3-D part in the same

direction, with each clamp at a different location, the following inequalities (5.11) and

(5.I2) can be derived, similarly.

ni,--;^l

ìt, = ,o^lo: 
*F; - r(F,+w)

(5.11)

il

min !C, _1
2p

(s.12)

From the equation (5.i2), it can be seen that the optimization problem is to

minimize the summation of magnitudes of all clamping forces acting on the workpiece.

5.3 Fixture Verification Model for Nonlinear Fixture Svstems

Following the theoretical discussion in the previous sections, the fixture verification

is modeled as a nonlinear optimization problem. The optimal solution is the one that

minimizes the sum of magnitudes of all the clamping forces acting on the worþiece

during the machining process. The objective function O is to minimize the sum of

clamping force magnitudes C, during the machining time t:

II

Min. O(r) = ZC ,(t)-, -/\ (j:1,2,3,..'n) (5.13)

If the {(r) denotes a fixture force (locating, clamping or friction) magnitude at a certain

time t, and F,(t) denotes a clamping force magnitude at a certain time t when i = i ---n ,

the objective function O(t) canbe rewritten as follows:
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II

Min. O(r) = ZF,(t)
;_ ;

(5.14)

Subject to:

(a) Static equilibrium constraints - The fixture-workpiece system must be in static

equilibrium for a stable fixture configuration to be realized over machining time.

Static equilibrium (5.15) is derivative of the equation (3.14) in the section 3.2.

anap ...ctbr 00...0 00...0
oo . . .o b21b2r . . .br,, oo . .. o

00...0 00.'.0 catcy ...ca,

00...0 b4tb42...b4,, c4tc42...c4tl

ostasz ...as, 00'..0 cstce ".cs,t

asteaz .- - a6, b6tb62 ".b6,, 00 . .'0

(s.1s)

where t is the machining time when the cutter is removing material from the part;

o ij ,b ù and c , are the x, y and z components of the direction and position vectors for each

fixture element; when i<3, ar,b, and cu are the direction coefficient; when i >3,

oü,b,j and c, are the position variables;

F,.t(t) "' , Ft.t(t) "' , and F,,r(r) . .. are components of the n fixturing forces with respect

to time, which comprise the locating, clamping and frictional forces;

R.(t),Ry(t), and A,(l) are the axial components of the resultant cutting force and weight

at time t;

M,(t) , M y(t) and M,(t) are the components of the resultant moment of cutting forces

and weight at time t.

Ir.,{r)4,,(¡)...4.,,(¡)l ff;;[tì I
.l F,.,Ør,.r(r)-.. Ft.,,(r) 

| 
= -l #Í2, I

lF=.,çr¡F,,r(t)... F,.,,(r) ) 
lyrt,tN
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(b) Coulomb friction constraints - The static friction forces f,,,(t), -fr,,(t) , and f-.,(t)

must be positive over machining time t as:

.f,,,(r)>0; .f ,,,(/) > 0;and f",,(t)> 0 (i =1,2,3,...n) (5.16)

If p is the coefnicient of static friction, the resultant friction force magnitude can be

less than or equal to the fractional normal force magnitude (plF,(r)l) over time t.

,_

^lfi,,ç¡+ 
f;,,Ø+ f:,,(t) < alF,çr¡l (i =r,2,3,.-.n) (s.r7)

(c) Fixturing force magnitude constraints:

4n,n,, I F,(t)<F^^*,,

(d) Positive normal reaction constraints:

(i = 1,2,3,. . .n) (5.1 8)

4(r) > o

(e) Position variable constraints

(i = 1,2,3,. . .n) (5.19)

4,.,,,¡ <o,i 1Auu.r; BLn,,i tbr'Bro.¡;and Cr,,,r t"ü'C,0, 6.20)

where A,,,r,q , 8,,0,¡ , and C,.,,,, denote lower bounds, and Au,,., , Bun,tj , and Cro,, denote

upper bounds for position variables.
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5.4 Fixture Verification for the Fixturing Process

From a mechanical point of view (Chou et al., 1989), fixtures must satisfy the

following four functional requirements for holding workpiece: locating stability,

deterministic workpiece location, clamping stability and total restraint. The first three

functions are required at the fixturing stages. The last function is requìred in machining

stages. Using the fixture configuration verification model developed previously in

section 5.3, locating stability, deterministic workpiece location and clamping stability in

the fixturing process for a given fixture configuration is first validated by running the

verification model on LINGO7.O (LINDO Systems Inc, 2001) - a cornmercial non-linear

programming package.

During the fixturing process, machining time and machining forces in the model are

set to zero. Checking for locating stability is accomplished by setting all allowable

clamping forces to zero and locating forces to a value of zero or greater in the model. If a

feasible solution to the model exists, the workpiece is at an equilibrium state in the

fixture. Physically, this means that static equilibrium of the fixture system is achieved

and no detaching forces on the locators are found. The magnitudes of the locating forces

can also be determined by the model. If a feasible solution cannot be found, it is verified

that the workpiece is unstable due to a tilting force created by the gravity. When there is

no physical contact on the line ofaction ofgravity, three reactions on the contact areaare

assumed in the model. If a feasible solution exists, it is verified that locating stability of

the worþiece is achieved.

Checking for deterministic worþiece location and clamping stability is

accomplished by setting all minimum and maximum allowable clamping and locating
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forces to known values. If a feasible solution to the model exists, the workpiece is

deterministically located and the clamping forces do not upset the stable and accurate

position previously determined by locators. The result demonstrates that workpiece

equilibrium is maintained when the workpiece is subject to clamping forces and weight.

The solutions of positive locating forces on the locators to the model can be found. The

magnitudes of minimum clamping forces to maintain worþiece stability in the fixture

can also be found. If a feasible solution to the model cannot be found. the fixture in the

fixturing stages is verified to be invalid.

5.5 Fixture Verification for the Machining Process

Fixture verification for the machining process consists of two main tasks: total

restraint of the workpiece and determination of minimum clamping forces. During

machining, the fixture should completely restrain the workpiece to counter dynamic and

unpredicted machining forces and moments. To ensure total restraint of the workpiece

under dynamic machining, the fixture configuration should be validated for all possible

machining paths. Since the total restraint that yields the minimum clamping force is

verified in the machining stages, one of the outputs from the model is a set of variable

clamping forces that is just enough to counterbalance the machining forces in every

measurement point over the machining time.

During the verification of machining processes, all unknown forces such as

reaction, gravitational, frictional, and clamping as well as position variables of reaction

and gravitational forces are determined with respect to machining time. The discrete

dynamic fixturing solutions to the model over the machining time can be obtained by

running the model on LINGO7.0. If a feasible solution to the model is found. the fixture
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configuration is verified to be valid because all fixture forces on the locators are positive.

It means that the workpiece maintains contact with fixture elements during the entire

machining process. The set of variable clamping forces is also determined such that it is

suff,rcient to counterbalance the dynamic machining forces. If a feasible solution to the

model cannot be found, the fixture is verified to be invalid because it has not restrained

the workpiece completely. To identify which locator yields a negative value, all the

reactions and allowable locating forces would be reset to allow them to have negative

values, and then the model would be run again. This would assist in identifying which

locator would actually detach from the workpiece so that the invalid fixture conf,rguration

can be corrected. As long as the position variables of the resultant reaction force on the

edge or plate locators are constrained within the area in contact with the workpiece

during the verification process, the validation of the fixture system is performed

correctly.

5.6 Implementation

The automatic fixture configuration verification system has been implemented on a

Pentium III Dell laptop computer. An overall outline of the methodology is shown in

Figure 5.3. The optimization program for verification was run using a commercial

optimization tool - LINGO7.O that can solve linear, nonlinear, and integer optimization

models. Data input and output as well as other calculations were done in an Excel

spreadsheet that was linked to LINGO7.O. If the fìxture configuration is valid, a feasible

solution is output with optimal values in a short time. If there is no feasible solution, the

fixture configuration being verified is invalid. By resetting reaction force constraints to
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allow negative values, the system will identify that the workpiece is detaching from a

specific locator. Results of two case studies are sum.marized in the following section.
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Input machining,
workpiece, fixture
conf,rguration data;
friction coeff,rcient.

Generate constraints: position,
f,rxture force magnitude, etc.

Resultant forces &
moments

À* (/), R/ (t), R,(t);
M,(t),M tG),M "(t)

Update gravity &
its positions

Reset reaction
constraints

Solve LINGO model

Update machining
time & forces

Feasible

Output

Figure 5.3 A flowchart of the fixture configuration verification program.
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5.7 Fixture Configuration Verification Case Studies

In this section, two case studies are presented. Dynamic gravitational and frictional

forces are taken into account. Case study one verifies a milling frxture with three

commonly used locators: pin, edge, and plate. The selected workpiece with a step feature

on its top provides an example of the changes in the magnitude of the milling forces

during machining. The worþiece with a pocket feature on its bottom is to show an

example in which a plate locator is the best choice.

Case study two verifìes a milling f,rxture with two plates and two removal pins for

location. It gives an example in which the fixture set-ups may be different at the

fixturing and machining stages. The significance of the proposed verification method -

two-stage verification is demonstrated. For this case study, the workpiece undergoes

peripheral milling around the part. This example shows a case where the direction

changes of the cutter motion cause the machining force to change over time. Since the

worþiece is located and supported by two plates at the machining stages, frictional

forces become the main workholding force during machining.

5.7.1 Case Study One

A fixture configuration, as shown in Figure 5.4, consists of three locators, pin, edge,

and plate for locations as well as two horizontal clamps for clamping to secure a

prismatic part with a step feature on its top and with an elliptical pocket feature on its

bottom. A slot milling operation is going to be performed on the part to produce a

throush slot.
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During the first half of the cutting path, the depth of cut is lcm and the part is to

undergo a machining force of [100i/,-100N,-100 N]7' atthe middle of the axial depth of

the cut. During the second half of the cutting path, the depth of cut is 2cm and the part is

to undergo a machining force of [200,n/,-200N,-200NfI' atthe middle of the axial depth

of the cut. The diameter of the end mill is 2cm. The cutter travels along the positive x-

direction with a feedrate of 0.5 cm/s. The total machining time for the entire cutting path

is 40 seconds with machining forces and moments calculated at every two seconds, which

translate into 21 dynamic f,rxturing solutions. The part is subjected to an initial weight of

[0,0,-48¡/]7' at its centroid (10.3,5,5.1). The requirement is to verify whether the

fixture configuration is valid and to determine the minimum clamping forces over the

entire machining time.
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Workpiece
(Al 6061-T6)

(20,10,10)

#ttttí,,t;tF

.t

I
Y Y------]r-' x

Fixture element
positions

L2: (4-16,10,8)
L3: (0,2,8)
C1: (10,0,8)
C2: (20,2,8)

All coordinates in centimeters

Figure 5.4 A fixture configuration with point, line and area contacts.
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Fixture verification for the f,rxturing process was performed as follows. Under the

part weight of 48N, a feasible solution to the verification model was found when three

'reactions on the plate locator were assumed. All three reaction forces on the plate locator

were found to be positive: 11.4N at (0, 10, 0),24.7N at(20,3.5, 0) and 11.9N at (0,3.4,

0), respectively. Therefore, locating stability for the fixture configuration was verified.

The minimum and maximum allowable locating forces were set to 10N and 800N.

The minimum allowable clamping force for each clamp was set to 40N, which was

determined using formula (4.I2). The maximum allowable clamping force for each

clamp was set to 600N. The friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed for all contacts

between the workpiece and the fixture element. It was verified that the worþiece was

deterministically located, and the clamping forces do not upset the stable and accurate

position previously determined by locators when one reaction force on the plate locator is

assumed. When the workpiece was subjected to gravity and clamping forces, a feasible

solution to the nonlinear verification model was found since all fixturing forces

CI:C2:40N, L1:20.6N at (8.8, 8.9, 0), L2:32.2N at (1 1.3, 10, 8), and L3:40N at (0,2,

8) were positive. Frictional forces involved in the x-direction were 0N at locator 1, 0N at

locator 2, and 0N at clamp 1. Frictional forces involved in the y-direction were 4.1N at

locator 1, 3.7N at locator 3, and 0N at clamp 2. Frictional forces involved in the z-

direction were 6.4N at locator 2, 5.lN at locator 3, 8N at clamp 1, and 7.99N at clamp 2.

Fixture verification of the machining process was carried out as follows. This

example validated the fixture configuration for the cutting forces directed against clamps.

The weight of the worþiece was considered as one of the dynamic elements of force,

which decreased from 48.lN to 46.4N. A part of the calculation results for gravitational
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forces is shown in Table 5.1. One reaction force on the plate locator and one reaction

force on the edge locator were assumed. Since feasible solutions to the nonlinear

verification model were found, total restraint of the workpiece for a given machining

direction in positive x was achieved.

Table 5.1 Gravitational forces over the cutting time for case study one.

Time (s) Gravify (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0, 0, -49.1] (103.0,50.0,51.0)
AT [0, 0, -47.91 (103.1,50.0,50.9)

8 [0, 0, -47.9] (103.2, 49.9, 50.7)

12 10,0, -47.71 (103.4, 49.9,50.6)

T6 10,0, -47.61 (103.4,49.9, 50.6)

20 L0,0, -47.51 (103.5, 49.9,50.5)
1/1LA L0,0, -41 .31 (103.4,49.8,50.3)

28 [0,0, -47.1] (103.3,49.9,50.1)
11
)L [0, 0, -46.9] (103.1, 49.7,49.9)

36 10,0, -46.61 (102.9, 49.7,49.7)

40 [0, 0, -46.41 (102.4, 49.6, 49.5\
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Figure 5.5 illustrates that the reaction forces on all three locators under the variable

clamping forces are positive.

400

300

4
é)
c)

t* zoo

-'*-C2] r _,i_i
l--]-- * f-__Ï- --
;lt)l j

Figure 5.5 Normal reactions and clamping forces over time.
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the positions of reaction forces on the plate and edge

locators over time. From these figures, it can be seen that all reaction forces came from

the contacting region. Hence, the fixture verification was performed correctly.

Over cutting time, three positions of reaction forces on the edger locator - locator 2

were determined as shown in Figure 5.7. Three filled squares represent the positions of

reaction forces at twenty-one calculation points along the machining path. In the

beginning of the machining, one filled square on the right-hand end of locator 2 at (X:16,

Y:l0, Z:8) is the position of six reaction forces for the first six calculations. One filled

square in near the middle of locator 2 at (X:II.2,Y:10, Z:8) is the position of one

reaction force for the seventh calculation. Starting at 14 seconds of machining, one filled

square on the left hand end of locator 2 at(X:4, Y:l0, Z:8) is the position of reaction

forces for the remainins 14 calculations,

The fixture configuration as shown in Figure 5.4 was valid for machining the slot

because all positive reaction forces were from the contacting area. The required

minimum variable clamping forces Cl and C2 over time were determined as shown in

Figure 5.5. If a hydraulic or pneumatic clamp was employed, the clamp should provide

variable clamping forces on the worþiece with respect to machining time. If a constant

clamping force rather than a variable clamping setting was employed, the static minimum

clamping forces for clamps C1 and C2 throughout the operation should be set to be

469.3N and 167.1N, respectively. Under the proposed clamping forces, the part stability

under the dynamic machining would be maintained.
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Figure 5.6 Positions of the normal reaction forces on plate locator over time (Z:0).
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The position for rest calculations

The position of one reaction
force in the seventh second The position of six reaction

forces in the first six seconds
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Edge locator
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02468101214161820
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Figure 5.7 Positions of the normal reaction forces on edge locator (Y:10).
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5.7.2 Case Study Two

A fixture configuration as shown in Figure 5.8 is to undergo a peripheral milling.

Figure 5.8a shows the fixture set-up during fixturing process with two removable pins

used for locating the part. Figure 5.8b illustrates the fixture set-up during machining

process in the absence of the two removable locating pins. Four clamps are applied on

the workpiece to maintain workpiece stability under operations of milling.

The worþiece is subjected to an initial weight of [0N,0N,-56.4Nf7' at its centroid

(20, 5,4.3), and machining forces of [100N,50N,-100N]r, [-50¡/,100¡/,-100N]7',

[-100N,-50N,-100N]/., and [50N,-100N,-100N]r for cutting paths 1, 2,3, and 4,

respectively, at the middle of the axial depth of the cut. The cutter travels: path I from

(6,2,9)to (34,2,9),path2from(34,3,9) to (34, 8, 9), path 3 from (33, 8, 9) to (6, 8, 9),

and path 4 from (6,7, 9) to (6, 3, 9) with a feedrate of 0.25 cm/s during machining. The

total machining time is 268 seconds with machining forces and moments calculated at

every four seconds, which translates into 68 dynamic fixturing solutions. The

requirement is to verifli whether the fixture configuration is valid, and to determine the

minimum clamping forces to hold the worþiece during machining.
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Figure 5.8 A fixture configuration with removable locators.
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Fixture verification for the fixturing process was performed as follows. The weight

was determined based on the volume of the workpiece times the density of the material

Al 6061-T6. Under the part weight of 56.4N, locating stability for the given f,rxture

configuration was achievable since a feasible solution to the non-linear verifìcation

model was found when three reactions on two plate locators were assumed. Positive

locating forces LI,L2 and L3 were found to be 19.lN aT (0,4.7, 0), 27N at (30.3, 3.8, 0),

and 10.3N at (30.3, 10, 0), respectively.

The minimum and maximum allowable locating forces for each locator were set to

10N and 600N. The minimum allowable clamping force for each clamp was set to 40N

based on the formula (4.11). The maximum allowable clamping force for each clamp

was set to 400N. The coefficient of static friction was 0.2 for all contacts between the

workpiece and the fixture element. Under the weight of the workpiece and clamping

forces, it was verified that the worþiece was deterministically located and the clamping

forces did not upset the stable and accurate position previously determined by locators.

This is because a feasible solution to the model under gravity and clamping forces was

found. All fixturing forces CI:C2:C3:C4:40N, L1:108.2N at (9.9, 9.9, 0), and

L2:108.2N at (30, 0, 0) were positive.

During the verification for the machining process, the weight of the workpiece was

considered as one of the dynamic elements of force. The weight changed from the initial

56.4N to 49.3N, as material was removed from the workpiece during machining. A part

of the calculation results for the gravity over time for case study two is shown in Table

5.2. Instead of verifuing all possible cutting directions, the fixture was validated only for
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the cutting direction of counterclockwise because the workpiece was svmmetrical and the

machining paths were around the part.
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Table 5.2 Gravitational forces over the cuttins time for case studv two.

Time (s) Gravity (N) Center of Gravity (x,y,z) mm

0 [0, 0, -56.4] (200.0, 50.0, 43.1)

T [0, 0, -56.2] (200.3,50.i, 43.0)

16 [0, 0, -55.9] (200.9, 50.2, 42.7)

28 [0, 0, -55.6] (201 .5, 50.3, 42.4)

40 [0, 0, -55.3] (201.8, 50.5, 42.t)

52 [0, 0, -54.9] (202.0, 50.7 , 4l.8)

64 [0,0, -54.6] (20t.9,50.8,41.6)

76 [0, 0, -54.3] (20r.7 ,51 .0, 41 .3)

88 [0, 0, -53.9] (201.3,51.1, 41.0)

100 [0, 0, -53.6] (200.8, 5r.3,40.7)

t12 [0, 0, -53.4] (2003, 5t.4, 40.5)

t24 [0, 0, -53.1] (199.5, 5r.5,40.2)

t36 10,0, -52.71 (198.7 ,51 .4, 39.8)

148 [0, 0, -52.5] (198.2, 5r .3 , 39 .6)

160 10,0, -52.21 (197 .6, 5r.2, 39.3)

172 [0,0, -51.8] (r97 .2,51 .0, 39.0)

184 [0, 0, -51.5] (196.9, 50.9,38.7)

196 [0, 0, -51.2] (196.9,50.7, 38.3)

208 [0, 0, -50.9] (r97.0,50.5, 38.0)

220 [0, 0, -50.5] (r97 .3, 50.4,37 .7)

232 [0, 0, -50.2] (197 .9, 50.2,37 .3)

244 [0, 0, -49.9] (198.6, 50.1, 36.9)

2s6 10,0, -49.41 (199.2, 50.0,36.7)

268 [0, 0, -49.3] (200.0, 50.0, 36.4)
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Fixture configuration for the machining process was verif,red to be viable because

all reaction forces on the plane locators under the variable clamping forces were positive

as shown in Figure 5.9. The variable minimum clamping forces required to maintain the

part stability over time were determined as shown in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.11 shows the

positions of reaction forces on the plane locators. If a hydraulic or pneumatic clamp was

employed, the clamp should provide variable clamping forces on the worþiece with

respect to machining time. If a constant clamping force rather than a variable clamping

setting was employed, the static minimum clamping forces for clamps CI, C2, C3, and

C4 throughout the operation should be set to 139.7N, 101N, I42.4N, and 102.4N,

respectively.

From Figure 5.10, it can be seen that the larger clamping force was required to hold

the part when the cutter moved towards the clamp. The reason is that the clamp was

counterbalancing higher cutting forces and moments. It can also be seen that clamps Cl

and C3 needed larger clamping forces than clamps C2 and C4. This is because higher

cutting moments were generated by longer moment arms to clamps Cl and C3 than

clamps C2 and C4. If the cutting direction were clockwise around the part, clamps C2

and C4 would need larger clamping forces than clamps C1 and C3.
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Figure 5.9 Normal reaction forces on plane locators I and2 over time.
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5.8 Summary

This chapter presented a fixture configuration verification approach for non-linear

fixture systems where edge locators, inclined locators, and plate locators are involved in

locating the part. To ensure the fìxture is viable throughout the operation, the validation

of the fixture configuration has been performed in two stages: fixturing and machining.

The fixture verification model can be further embedded into the automatic fixture design

system. The proposed method can be applied in validating the feasibility of a fixture with

point, line and surface contacts for location. The "oo-co-co" principle for nonlinear fixture

location was proposed based on the locating line or area configured by an infinite number

of pins. The fixture verification method provides a simple and effective means for: (1)

validating a fixture configuration with respect to locating stability, deterministic

workpiece location, clamping stability and total restraint and (2) for determining

minimum variable clamping forces over the entire machining time. Two case studies

have demonstrated the effectiveness and the capabilities of the methodology for verifuing

nonlinear fixture systems.
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CIIAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AI{D R.ECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

From this research, it can be seen that it is possible to develop an automatic fixture

verification system that can function with minimal human intervention. The system can

assist tool designers in the determination of the feasibility and correctness of a fixture

configuration design.

The primary objective of this research was to develop an approach to turn the art of

fixture verification in fixture design into a science. This research has presented a

methodology of machining fixture configuration verification implemented on a computer.

The verification methodology can be utilized by manufacturing companies of any size in

fixture design. The results of the research can be described as follows:

(1) The tasks of fixture verification were defined and summarized so that they can be

formulated into a coherent methodology executable by computer programs. These

tasks are:
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Determination of sufficient clamping forces.

(2) A generic mathematical model of fixture systems was developed for evaluating

functional sufficiency of f,rxture design. The advantage of developing the model is

that the task of evaluation of the functional sufficiency of fixture designs becomes a

solvable set of mathematical formulas. Taking into account dynamic machining

conditions and all possible fixturing methods, the proposed model is able to describe

and represent most machining fixture systems. Hence, it makes fixture analysis

possible for a wide variety of machining fixtures including turning operations. The

result of fixture verification can be more realistic than in existins models where the

machining conditions are treated as static.

(3) An automatic linear fixture verification methodology was developed in order to check

the validity of the fixturing results for fixtures using pins for location. A linear

programming model of the fixture verification was developed to perform the task of

automatic linear fixture verification. The method provides a simple and effective

means for: (a) validating a fixture configuration with respect to locating stability,

deterministic worþiece location, clamping stability and total restraint; (b) identifying

which locator is losing contact with the part for an invalid fixture configuration; (c)

identifying which clamp needs to be replaced; and (d) determining minimum

clamping forces over the entire machining time. Using charts of minimum clamping

forces and objective functions of the linear programming model over the entire

machining time, repositioning fixture elements to the proper location on the

worþiece can be made more efficient.
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(4) A fixture configuration verif,rcation approach for non-linear f,rxture systems was

developed for validating the feasibility and correctness of fixtures with edge locators,

inclined locators, and plate locators for location. A nonlinear programming model of

the f,rxture verification was developed to carry out the task of automatic nonlinear

fixture verification. To ensure the fixture was viable throughout the operation, the

validation of the fixture configuration was performed in two stages: fixturing and

machining. The proposed method for nonlinear fixture verification can be applied in

validating the feasibility of a fixture with point, line and surface contacts for location.

The "oo-.o-oo" principle for nonlinear fixture location was proposed based on the

locating line or area conf,rgured by an infinite number of pins. The fixture

verification method provides a simple and effective means for: (1) validating a fixture

configuration with respect to locating stability, deterministic workpiece location,

clamping stability, total restraint and minimizing clamping forces; and (2)

determining minimum variable clamping forces over the entire machining time.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

For any research of an applied nature, there are always possible extensions. The

fixture configuration verification was implemented on LINDO, LINGO, and EXCEL

programs using linear and non-linear programming techniques. Further research is still

needed to achieve the goal of automatic or computer-aided fixture configuration

verification:

linear and nonlinear verification models could be consolidated and implemented on

LINGO. Using the quadratic friction law, instead of linear approximation of the

quadratic friction law in the linear fixture verification model, nonlinear programming

techniques can be used for validating both linear and nonlinear fixture systems.

Hence, this research could directly be extended to develop a generic model for both

linear and nonlinear fixture verif,rcation.

from CAD databases.

system.

be investigated.

design system is an important issue to be addressed in future research.
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6.3 An Application to a "Robotic f,Iand" Design

The operation of robot hand grasping can be seen as the operation of workpiece

holding in the absence of machining forces on the holding piece. Hence, the

methodology developed in this research for workpiece holding verification can be

extended to robotics to verifu whether a grasped object is totally restrained by a robot

hand and to determine the minimum grasping forces needed for each robot finger.

A simple example of the application in three-fingered grasping for a 2-D part is

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Three grasping forces can be seen as three clamping forces,

which consist of three normal forces - Nl, Nz, and N3 and three frictional forces -rt,-fz,

andrt. Figure 6.ia shows one grasping scheme, which is invalid because the grasping

force N1 cannot be balanced by the grasping forces (N2, and N3). Figure 6.1b shows a

valid grasping scheme.

Three equations of static equilibrium of grasping are available for the 2-D part based

on statics. Since there are six unknown grasping forces (three normal forces - N1, N2, and

N3 plus three frictional forces - .fi, f2, and f), statics could not solve the problem.

However, the method developed in this research may be used to validate the correctness

of the grasping configuration and determine the minimum grasping forces needed for

each robot finger.

If three static stages were examined during grasping the 4cm x 4cm block, Figure

6.la shows an invalid configuration of grasping. The weight of the part is assumed to be

30N. The friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed. The intermediate position of the three

grasping stages is at a 45-degree angle relative to the horizontal axis. The grasping
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configuration shown in Figure 6.1b was verified to be valid because a feasible solution

for the linear programming model of three-fingered grasping was found.

The minimum required grasping forces for each finger at different stages, which were

determined by the proposed method, are shown in Table 6.1. For multiple fingers

grasping a complex part, it would rely upon a system to determine whether.or not a

configuration of grasping points is valid and determine the minimum grasping forces

needed for each robot finger.
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Table 6.1 Minimum grasping forces required

Grasping
Forces

Stage I - Sl Stage 2 - 52 Stage 3 - 53

Force (N) Position (x, y)
(mm)

Force (N) Position (x, y)
(mm)

Force (N) Position (x, y)
(mm)

Nr 75 (0,25) 42.4 (29.4,85.9) 0 (105, 120)

N2 50 (40, s) 27.6 (43.5,43.5) l5 (85, 80)

N3 25 (40, 35) 36.r (64.7,64.7) l5 (r tl 80)

.lt l5 (0,25) 8.5 (29.4, 85.9) 0 (105,120)

Í; t0 (40, s) 5.5 (43.5,43.5) 0 (85, 80)

J3 5 (40, 35) 7.2 (64.7, 64.7) 0 (r 15, 80)
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APPENDIX A. A SPECIAL CASE OF TIXE GENERTC

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The proposed mathematical model of a fixture-workpiece system can cover a wide

variety of fixturing applications than existing models developed by others. This section

gives an example proving Fuh's fixture model (Fuh et a1.,1993) to be a speqial case of the

proposed generic mathematical model.

Fuh's force model of a fixture system is shown in Figure 4.1. The workpiece with

a slot to be machined is located on the six-point and held by three clamping forces. The

force analysis model, which is shown in the following equation (A-1) in the format of

matrices, was developed based on the fixture-worþiece system in Figure 4.1.

0 -l00
10

rl, 0

- f3, - 14,

0 r^..
1J

0
0
I

rt,,

-r-'lr
0

0
0
I

f.t,,
*r^

0

Fl
F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

-l 0
0 -100o ,u,

-15, 0

lsy - 16,

(Á, + fz, + fs, + fo, + fr, + fn, +C, + R.,)
(Ä, + .fz, + fsy + -fq, + -fsy + -ûy + fs, + C3 + Ay)

("f q" + fr, - fu" - .ñ, - fn, -Wr - C, + ^R-)
(-Cfiy -Csrg, -Wrro - f+rro, + .f+,r+y
- .f srrr, + fs"rsy - -far,o, * fttrr, - fsrrr'
* .fzrrsy - -fs"r,)y * Mr)

(CÍt, + Crrr, +Wrro * f q"rq, * fsrrs, * fs,re ,
* fsrra, * .ftrr.t, * fs,rs* * lg,rs, * fsrr,)" + M r)
(Czhy + Crrr, - -fr,rr, + fiy\, - fr.,rr, + fzyrz,
- -ft'rz, + ftyrz* + f+yr+, + fsyrs, - fs*'e,
- fr,'r, + ftyrt, + -ftyrs, - frrrn, + M")

(A-1)

-0

where F1,...,Fu are the normal reaction forces from the six locators;

Ct,Cz, and C, are the three clamping forces;
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rt" , "',16z ate the x-, y-, z-components of the position vector for each fixture element;

fr,,... , fr, are the x-, y-) z-components of frictional forces generated at the contact

points;

R,,Ry, and R- are the X-, y-, z-components of the cutting forces;

M,,M y, and M , are the X-, y-, z-components of the cutting moments;

W, is weight of the workpiece; and

rs,,rs, and r* are the x-, Y-, z-components of the position vector at the center of gravity.

<e- Locating force, Fi

<-- Clamping force, Ci

<- Friction force, fi
c.g. --- center ofgravity

Figure A.I Fuh's force analysis model

ra 4l pq
--Ê:-

-.:;72

-¡--, ---_V--
lri 4\

./- - -¡{ -J{,- f} - - + - - - _ _ _

*( *zJl-..) .1,,,-
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After completing the computation of multiplications and additions for the matrix

equation (A-1), we can get the following matrix equation (A-2).

(-Fo - Fs + f* + .fz, + -f* + fe, + fz, + fn, + C., + R,)
(-F6 + fry + fzy + fs, + f+y + fsy + -fr, + fty +Cr+Rr)
(F, + Fr+F3 + fq= + fr, - fu" -.fr, -.fn, -14/s -C, +^R.)

(Frrr, + Frrr, + Frrr, + Furu, +-C(ty -Ctrg, -Wrro -.f+rro, * fq,rqy
- fsrrr, * fsrrsy - fu"ru, -.fru'r, - ftrrr, *.f*rsy -.fr"rn, + M')
(-F(t, - Fztz, - Ft\, - Fqr+. - Fsrs, + Crrr, + Crrr, +Wrrn + fo,ro, +

.frrrr, * fu*ru, * .ferre, * ft,rt, * fsrrs, * Ís,r,), r .fs*rs, + M r)
(F+l+y+Frrrr-Fore,+Crrrr+Crrn,--fr,rrr+.fryrt,-fr,rrr*fz.yrz,-lr,rr,
+ ftyrt, * .f+yr+, + fsyrs' - .fsr'u, - fr"r, + .ftyrt, + lsyrt' - fnrrn, * M r)

- o (A-2)

(A-3)

To prove that Fuh's force analysis model is a special case of the generic model, it is

only needed to prove that the result of the generic model is the same as the matrix

equation (A-2) when Fuh's known conditions are substituted into the generic model.

As Fuh's force analysis model was not developed for dynamic machining, machining

time t in the general model can be considered at a certain machining time. Substituting

the general model (equation 3.14) with nine fixturing forces (six locating and three

clamping) and resultant forces of Fuh's model, the matrix equation (A-3) is obtained as

follows.

attatz...ats
00...0
00...0
00...0

astasz -.. osg

as.toez .' .aes

00...0
b2tbrz...brs

00...0
borbo, '' 'bo,

00...0
b61b6' . . .b6s

00...0
00...0

catcy . . .c39

c4(42 "'c4s
cstcg ...c5s

00...0

I F-,rF-,, ... F,,sl fä,1
'l Fr,rFr,r..' Fy,g l= -l'r'_
lF=.rF=.r... F,,s t 

lyrr:

+w-
+W .v,p : ¿ rv

+W .r

Substituting equation (A-3) with the known direction coefÍicient and position

variable, nomenclature, and coordination shown in Figure 4.1 of Fuh's model, the

following matrix equation (A-4) is obtained:
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00...0
00. . .0

1l r I l(-lx-tx-lx-1)
\ rr214,(-r,")r, "(-r,, r)(-rr r)r"r(-ro r)

(-ri, X-rr, X-rr,)rt *r's,rø,r,,rs,r,) *
00...0

(A-4)

After completing the computation of equation (A-4) by matrix multiplications and

additions, we will obtain the following equation (A-5), which is the same result with

Fuh's equation (A-2).

00...0
11r r (-1)111

00...0
000(-6, )(-6- ) ro, Çrr,)(- rr,)(-ro,)

00. .. 0
r, ,r,,rr rro ,r, , (- re,)h ,fg rl,) t

I
I

l=0
I

l

(ft, +.f2, + fs, - F4 - F, + fo* -r lt, +C, + fr, + R,)
(Á, +.f2, + fzy + -f+, +.fsy - Fu +.fiy + fty +C, +Rr)

(F, + F, + F3 + fq, +.fs, - fu, -C, - fr, - fn, + R, -Ws)
(--f+r,ra, - frrrr" + Furu, - fzrrr, -.ftrrr, -Cz/s, + Frrr, + Frrrn + Frrr,
* fq,r+y + fs"rsy - fu"ru, -C(ty + ls,rsy - fr,rn, * M* -Wrro)
Gldr+" - F¡'r, * farro" * ftrrt, + Crrr, * .fc,r,), - Ftrt' - Fzrz, - Ft\,
I fq,rq, * fs"rs, * fo,ro, +Crrr, i.fs"rs, * -fs,rs, + M, +Wsi;r)

(-f-r,rrr-f7*rzy-fy,,rr+F1ror+Frrrr-fu*rur-fr,rrr+Crrrr-fr,r,rr'rftyrr,
+ -fzyrz, + fzyrt, + f+yrt, i fsyrs, - Fors, + lzyrt, +.ftyrt, +Crrr, * Mrj

-0

(A-s)
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APPENDIX B. DERTVATION OF INEQUALITTES (5.3) AIVD (5.4)

Worþiece

Edge locator

Figure 8.1 A 2-D part with an edge locator.

In Figure B.1,

F*, Fy, c, N, and w denote x, y components of machining force, clamping force,

reaction force, and weight, respectively;

xF, !F, xc, !C, xru, and x¡ denote coordinates for those forces;

f", and-fN denote frictional forces between the workpiece and the edge locator; and

N denotes the normal reaction force on the locator.
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Ðerivation of inequality (5.3)

According to Statics, we write the following three equilibrium equations:

ZX=O F,-fr-f"=O (B-1)

ZY=0 ¡/-C-W-F,=ç (B-2)

ZMo =0 N .r, + f".y, -W .x,, -C .*, - Fr.xo - F,.!t, = 0 (B-3)

Rewriting the equations (B-1) and (B-2),

F,:.fr+f,<¡t.N+p.C

N=C+[4+F,

where ¡z denotes the friction coefficient.

Substituting N in (B-4) with (B-5),

Thus,

F, 3 It.(C +W + Fr) + p.C = 2pC + ¡t(Fn +W)

(B-4)

(B-s)

(B-6)s>l'-'-!tr.,*rt2p 2' t

Derivation of inequality (5.4)

Substituting N in (B-3) with (B-5),

(C +W + Fr).xN *.f,'y,-W'x,,-C-x,- Fr'xt, - F,'lF = 0 (B-7)

Since .f" 3 p.C ,
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(C +IV + Fr).xu r p'C.!, -W.x,,,-C.r, - Fr.x¡- - F,.yo 20 (B-8)

where ¿z denotes the friction coefficient.

Rewriting the equation (B-8),

C(x, - x" * þ. y,)> F, .x,, * F,y,, +W .x,, - xr(W + Fy)

then,

C>
Fr - x,, r F,. !o +W.t,u * ?x, * p. y")(W + Fn)-(x" - x, * lt. y,)(W +¡;)

xN-x"+p.y,

Thus,

C>
Fr(x n - x" * lt. y,)-r F*y n +w(x,, - x, i lt- y,)

-(F, +l4r) (B-9)
xN -x, + p.y"
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APFE}IDIX C. DERIVATION OF INEQUAI,ITTES

(s.7), (s.8), AND (s.9)

Workpiece

Plane locator

Figure 8.2 A 3-D part with a plane locator.

In Figure 8.2,

F*, Fy, F", C, N, and W are machining force components, clamping force, reaction

force, and weight, respectively;

xF, lFt zF, xc, !c, zc, xw,lw,x¡q and y¡¡ are coordinates for those forces; and

f", artd,fN denote frictional forces between the worþiece and the locator.

I

iF"
i'*-
I
I
I

-cl
OJ<t"' .#ììì::::__,
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Derivation of inequality (5.7)

The following six equilibrium equations for Figure 8.2 can be written:

IX=0:

f, . sin(O) + -fu .sin(á) - 4, = 0

lI=0:

f"-cos(O)+ fr(cos(0) - F, = 0

lZ=0:

N-C-t4/-F-=0

(c-1)

(c-2)

(c-3)

lM,, :0:

N'yN -C.y, - f"-cos(0).t, -þT .!u,r Fr.zo - F,.lF = 0 (C-4)

fM..=0:v

- N .*, +C-x, + f"-sin(0).z, rW .*,,- F,.zt, + F".xt, :0 (C-5)

7.M-=0:

f * cos(0)' x N - f r sin(O). ! u r f, cos(O). x, - .f,sin(á) . !, * F., . / t, - F, . x,, = 0
(c-6)

Combining the equations (C-1) and (C-2),

f,lsin(0)+ cos(á)l + frfsin(O) + cos(9)] - (4 + F,) = 0

then,
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f,+.f*
F,+Fn

sin(á) + cos(d)

Since f, S p.C and .f* S p.N ,

lt-C+p.N>
F,+F,

sin(9) + cos(á)

where p is the friction coefficient.

From the equation (C-3), we have

N=C+W+F_

Substituting N in the inequality (C-S) with the equarion (C-9),

F,+F,

(c-7)

(c-8)

(c-e)

2p.lsin(0) + cos(d)l
(c-10)

F
and cos(á) = -+- , the following inequality (C-11) isr! + r,'z

C>

Since sin(d) =

obtained.

F
^-l

ñ

621
2p

f---;--------;

^,1r,' 
+ n; -lrr- *wt2' - (c-11)
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Derivation of inequalify (5.8)

Since -f" 3 lt 'C and .f, < lt.N, the equation (C-6) becomes:

¡t-Nlcos(O).x"-sin(á).yul+p.Clcos(O).x"-sin(á).y,f>Fr.xp-F,.!t, (C-12)

Substitutins N in therinequality (C-12) with the equation (C-9), we have

(Frx,, - F,y,,) - /t(W + E,Xx, cosá - y * sin?)

¡t(x, cos0 - y" sin 0) + p(x, cosá - y,sin?)
(c-13)C>

where sin(á) =

Derivation of inequality (5.9)

Rewriting the equations (C-4) and (C-5),

f,.cos(0)'2, = N.!¡t -C.y, -W . y* * Fu.zt, - F".!r (c-14)

(c-15)f,.sin(O)'2" = N .xN -C'*" -W .** t F,.2,, - F,.x,,

Performing a addition operation on both sides of the equations (C-14) and (C-15),

f,lcos(0)+sin(0)lz, = N(y¡u + x") -C(y, r r,)-W(y,, *",u) + zn(F, + 4) - F,(yn +"n)
(c-16)

Since N = C +W + F,, and f" s p.C, the inequality (C-17) can be obtained.

(yr +xr)(W + F,)-W(y,,+x,,)+ 2,,(F,+ F,,)-F,(yr -xr)
p - z"(cos0 + siná) + (y, + x") - (! * + x")

rj+rj
F.

and cos(á)

lnj + r|

C>

r64

(c-17)
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APPENDTX D. FIXTURE VERIF'ICATION PROGRAM FOR.

LXNEAR FIXTURE SVSTEMS

Figure D.l shows the report window of the optimizer status for case study one (section

4.3.1). The fixture validated by Meyer and Liou (1997) was determined to be invalid at a

cutting depth of 2 cm.

WffiñN{Êåf{rnlíilíít:|i,tii
î'1i:+ lldiì: 5r:jç': F:,eF1,i,": i#ínr1,:r.'L

-fql ëJ

^lhe ax]
Fnd I

! thapter 4 çasp one

! Time=O,
!
? Objecti
HIH C*'t+t
?

sutJEcT 1

?

I STÈTIT
L1 ) -L_ór
L2) L_4+t
LB ) L_'t +l-
L4) L_1+L
L5) -l -5t
Ló) 1 -5L_
?

! ßLÊ}IPI}
E_1 )=20
C_27=28
c_3)=2S
t_1 (=3[
c_2<=38
t_3(:3ü
!

Bplimizer Stalus

Stalus:

. lterations;

Infeasìbilitg:

tlbieclive:
Be*t lP:

lP Sound:

8¡anches:
Elapsed Time:

1137 -

'1..

tlpdate Inleruql: tî___i

Clsse

! FINTUßINT F{¡RGE DIBEETTON TÍIfISTBRII.ITS * POSITIUE REßCT -I
:r¿
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LINIIO code tr for case study one - the invalid fixture of Meyer and l-iou (1997)

! Chapter 4 Case One. A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is shown here.

! Cutting direction in -y, force at the middle of the axial depth of the cut when Z:4cm

! Time:0 second, Y:1Ocm, cutter position slørt @(17,10,4), end @(11,0,4), without

considering frictional forces

! Objective function - Minimum Claming forces

MIN C I+C 2+C 3

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

L1) -L_6+C_3:-100

L2)L_4+L_5-C 2:100

L3) L_l+L 2+L_3-C_l:75

L4)L_r+L_2+9L-3-4L_4-4.5L_5-9C_1+4.sC_2:225

L 5) - 1 . 5 L_ 1 - 1 3 . 5 L 2-I 0.5L _3 -4.5L _6+ 1 3 .5 C _I +2. 5 C _3:-I 137 .5

L6) | 5L _4+ 1 3 . 5 L_5 + 9L _6 - 13 . 5 C _2- 5 C _3:21 00

! Clamping force constraints

C_I>:20

C 2>:20

C_3>:20

c_l<:30

c 2<:30

C_3<:30

! Fixturing force direction constraints - positive reactions at all locators

L_l>:0
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L 2>:0

L_3>:0

L_4>:0

L_5>:0

L_6>:0

! Fixturing force magnitude constraints - maximum-locating forces

L_1<:200

L 2<:200

L_3<:200

L_4<:200

L_5<:200

L_6<:200

! Coulomb friction constraints are not considered

End
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LINDO code 2 for identiffing which locator is losing contact with the workpiece

! Chapter 4 Case One. A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is shown here.

! Cutting direction in -y, force at the middle of the axial depth of the cut when Z:4cm

! Time:O, Y:1Ocm, cutter position úart @(r1,i0,4), end @(17,0, ),without considering

frictional forces

! Objective function - minimum claming forces

MIN C l+C 2+C 3

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

L1) -L_6+C_3:-100

L2)L_4+L_5-C_2:100

L3) L_l +L _2+L _3 -C _1:7 5

L 4) L _1 +L _2 + 9L _3 - 4L _4 - 4 . 5L _5 - 9 C _I + 4 . 5 C 2:22 5

L 5 ) - 1 . 5 L_ 1 - 1 3 . 5 L 2-I 0. 5L _3 - 4 .5L _6+ I 3 . 5 C_ I +2. 5 C _3: - | 137 . 5

L6) | .5L _4+ 1 3 . 5L_5 + 9L _6- 1 3 .5 C _2 -5 C _3:2t 00

! Clamping force constraints

c_l>:20

C 2>:20

C_3>:20

C_l<:30

C_2<:30

C_3<:30

! Fixturing force direction constraints - positive reactions at all locators

L 1>:0
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tL_2>:0

L_3>:0

L_4>:0

L_5>:0

L_6>:0

! Fixturing force magnitude constraints - maximum-locating forces

L_l<:200

L 2<:200

L_3<:200

L_4<:200

L_5<:200

L_6<:200

! Coulomb friction constraints are not considered

End

!

FreeL_2
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Figure D.2 illustrates the report window of optimizer status for the LONDO code 2.
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Figure D.3 shows the output results from LINDO program for the LINDO code2.
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ûÐJESTIUE FUNßTTTN URLUE
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Figure D.3 LINDO report window for the LINDO code2.
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LINDO Code 3 for Case Study Two - cutting directions in -y & -z

! CHAPTER 4 CASE TWO. A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is

shown here.

! Machining direction in -y & -2, with two cutters

! Considered changing gravitational forces and frictional forces

! Objective function - minimum-clamping forces

MIN F_8+F_9+F_1O+F_i I

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

I ) -F_7+F_9-F_1 X-F_2X-F_3X-F_4X-F_5X-F_6X-F_8X-F_1 0X-F_1 I X:-3 00

2) F_5+F_6-F_8+F_1 Y+F_2Y+F_3 Y+F_4Y+F_7Y+F_9Y+F_1 0Y+F_1 I Y:400

3) F_l+F 2+F_3+F_4-F_10-F_1 I+F _52+F _62+F _72+F_82+F_92:393.772

4) F_ 1 +F_2+9F_3 +9F_4- 8 F_5 - 8 F_6+ 8 F_8 - I F_7 y+ 9F_7 Z-\F _9y +9F _92- 1 0F* I 0 y-

10F_11Y:-334.58

5) -F_1- 19F 2-I9F _3-F_4-8F_7+8F_9+F_10+F_1 1-8F_5X-2F _52-8F _6X-t8F _62-

8F 8X-14F 8Z-10F 10X-10F IIX:-4065.744

6) 2F _5+ 18F_6+9F_7- 1 4F_8-

9F_9+F_ 1 X+F_ 1 Y+F_2X+ I 9F 2Y+9F_3 X+ 1 9F_3 Y+9F_4X+F_4 y +20F _7 
y+ 1 0F_8 X

+9F_1 0X+F_i OY+F_i 1X+F_l 1 Y:3 1 00

! Clamping force constraints

F_8>:50

F_9>:50

F_l0>:50

F_l1>:50

F 8<450
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F_9<450

F_10<450

F_1 1<450

! Positive reaction forces on all locators

F_i>:10

F 2>:i0

F_3>:10

F_4>:10

F_5>:10

F_6>:10

F_7>:10

! Maximum allowable fixturing force constraints

F_1<:600

F 2<:600

F_3<:600

F_4<:600

F_5<:600

F_6<:600

F_7<:600

! Frictional force constraints

F_1X>0

F_lY>0

F_1X+F_1Y-0.2F_1<:0

F 2X>O
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F_2Y>0

F 2X+F 2Y-0.2F 2<:0

F_3X>0

F_3Y>0

F 3X+F 3Y-0.2F 3<:0

F_4X>0

F_4Y>0

F 4X+F 4Y-0.2F 4<:0

F_5X>0

F_52>0

F 5X+F 5Z-0.2F 5<:0

F_6X>0

F_62>0

F 6X+F 6Z-0.2F 6<=0

F_7Y>0

F_72>0

F 7Y+F 7Z-0.2F 7<=0

F_8X>0

F_82>0

F 8X+F 8Z-0.2F 8<:0

F_9Y>0

F_92>0

F_9Y+F_92-0.2F _9<:0

F 10X>0
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F_10Y>0

F_lOX+F_

F_l1X>0

F 11Y>0

F_1 1 X+F_i i Y-0.2F_1 I <:0

!

End

10Y-0.2F 10<:0
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LINDO Code 4 for Case Study Two - cutting direction in +y & +z

Figure D.4 illustrates the report window of optimizer status for the LONDO code 4.
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! CHAPTER 4 CASE TWO.

! A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is shown here

! Machining direction in +y & +2, with two cutters

! Considered changing gravitational forces and frictional forces

! Objective function - minimum-clamping forces

MIN F_8+F_9+F_10+F_11

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

I ) -F_7+F_9+F_ 1 X+F_2X+F_3 X+F_4X+F_5 X+F_6X+F_8X+F_ 1 0X+F_ 1 I X: 1 00

2) F_5+F_6-F_8-F_1 y-F 2y-F_3y-F_4y-F_7y-F_9y-F_1 0y_F_1 1 y:_400

3 ) F_ 1 +F_2+F_3 +F_4 -F_ 1 0-F_ I | -F _5 Z-F _62 -F _7 Z_F _82_F _9 Z: _ 6 .228

4) F_1+F_2+9F_3+9F_4-8F_5-8F_6+8F 8+8F 7y-9F 7Z+8F 9l'._

9F _92+ I 0F_ 1 0Y+ 1 0F _I tY :3 47 2.297

5) -F_1-19F 2-i9F_3 -FJ-
8F_7+8F_9+F_10+F_11+8F 5X+2F 5z+BF 6x+18F 6z+BF 8X+14F gz+t}F 10X+

10F_1 1X:-665.744

6) 2F _5+L8F_6+9F_7-14F_8-9F_9-F_1X-F_1y-F 2X-r9F 2y-9F_3X-19F_3Y-9F_4X-

F_4Y-20F_7Y-1 0F_8X-9F_10X-F_1 0y-F_1 lX-F 1 1y:-3300

! Clamping force constraints

F*8>:50

F_9>:50

F_l0>:50

F_l1>:50

F_8<i500

F_9<1 500
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F_10<1500

F_l 1<1500

! Positive reaction forces on all locators

F_l>:10

F_2>:10

F_3>:10

F_4>:10

F_5>:10

F_6>:10

F_7>:10

! Maximum allowable fixturing force constraints

F_i<:2000

F 2<=2000

F_3<:2000

F_4<:2000

F_5<:2000

F_6<:2000

F_7<:2000

! Frictional force constraints

F_lX>0

F_lY>0

F_iX+F_1Y-0.2F_1<:0

F 2X>O

F 2Y>O
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F 2X+F 2Y-0.2F 2<:0

F_3X>0

F_3Y>0

F 3X+F 3Y-0.2F 3<:0

F_4X>0

F_4Y>0

F 4X+F 4Y-0.2F +<:0

F_5X>0

F_52>0

F 5X+F 5Z-0.2F 5<:0

F_6X>0

F_62>0

F 6X+F 6Z-0.2F 6<:0

F_7Y>0

F_72>0

F 7Y+F 7Z-0.2F 7<:0

F_8X>0

F_82>0

F 8X+F 8Z-0.2F 8<:0

F_9Y>0

F_92>0

F 9Y+F 9Z-0.2F 9<:0

F_10X>0

F_l0Y>0
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F 10X+F 10Y-0.2F 10<:0

F_11X>0

F_11Y>0

F l1X+F 11Y-0.2F 11<:0

!

End
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LINDO Code 5 for Case Study Two - Repositioned clamp F8

! CHAPTER 4 CASE TWO - repositioned F8 from x: l4 cm to x:4 cm

! A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is shown here.

! Machining direction in +y & *2, with two cutters

! Considered changing gravitational forces and frictional forces

! Objective function - minimum clamping forces

MIN F_8+F_9+F_10+F_11

SUBJECT TO

! Static equilibrium constraints

1 ) -F_7+F_9+F_ I X+F 2X+F_3X+F_4X+F_5X+F_6X+F_8X+F_1 0X+F_1 I X: 1 00

2) F_5+F_6-F_8-F_1 Y-F_2Y-F_3Y-F_4Y-F_7Y-F_9Y-F_1 0Y-F_1 1 Y:-400

3) F_l+F 2+F_3+F_4-F_10-F_1 l-F _52-F _62-F JZ-F _82-F _92:-8

4) F_l +F 2+9F_3 +9F_4- 8F_5 - 8F_6+8F_8+8F _7 Y -9F J Z+8F_9Y-

9F _92+l0F_1 0Y+ 1 0F_1 1 Y:4060

5) -F_1 -1 9F J-rgF _3-F_4-

8F_7+8F_9+F_1 0+F_1 1 +8F_5X +2F _52+8F_6X+ 1 8F_62+8F_8X+4F _82

+1 0F_1 0X+ 1 OF_i iX:-820

6) 2F_5+18F_6+9F_7-4F_8-9F_9-F_1X-F_lY-F 2X-19F_2Y-9F_3X-19F_3Y-9F_4X-

F_4Y-20F_7Y -1 0F_8X-9F_10X-F_1 OY-F_i 1X-F_1 lY:-3700

! Clamping force constraints

F_8>:50

F_9>:50

F_l0>:50

F_l1>:50

F 8<1500
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F_9<1 500

F_l 0<1 500

F_l 1<1500

! Positive reaction forces on all locators

F_1>:10

F_2>:10

F_3>:10

F_4>:10

F_5>:10

F_6>:10

F_7>:10

! Maximum allowable fixturing force constraints

F_1<:2000

F 2<:2000

F_3<:2000

F_4<:2000

F_5<=2000

F_6<:2000

F _7<:2000

! Frictional force constraints

F_ix>0

F_lY>0

F_lX+F_1Y-0.2F_1<:0

F 2X>O
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F 2Y>O

F 2X+F 2Y-0.2F 2<=0

F_3X>0

F_3Y>0

F 3X+F 3Y-0.2F 3<:0

F_4X>0

F_4Y>0

F_4X+F_4Y-0.2F_4<:0

F_5X>0

F_52>0

F 5X+F 5Z-0.2F 5<:0

F_6X>0

F_62>0

F 6X+F 6Z-0.2F 6<:0

F_7Y>0

F_72>0

F 7Y+F 7Z-0.2F 7<:0

F_8X>0

F_82>0

F 8X+F 8Z-0.2F 8<:0

F_9Y>0

F_92>0

F_9Y+F_92-0.2F 
-9<=0

F 10X>0
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F_l0Y>0

F 10X+F 10Y-0.2F l0<:0

F_l1X>0

F_l1Y>0

F llX+F 11Y-0.2F 11<:0

!

End
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LINDO Code 6 for Case Study Three - Variable theta

I CHAPTER 4 CASE THREE - 3-JAW CHUCK

! A set of input data on variable theta, and resultant forces and moments is shown here

! Changing Theta, considered frictional forces and a constant gravity

! 3-Jaw chuck plus a tail stock support with F10 in Z-direction and Fl1 in X-direction

! Min claming forces - actual jaw force minus centrifugal force of each jaw

! Objective function - minimum-clamping forces

MIN F l+F 2+F 3

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

1) 0.s66F_1-0.866F 2+0F-3-0.5F-7-0.5F-8+F-9+F-1 1:1 50

2) F_4+F_5+F-6:75

3) 0. 5F_1 +0. 5F 2-F-3+0. 8 66F-7-0. 866F-8-0F-9-F-1 0:-3 86

4) 1 .5F_4+1 .5F_5-3F_6-9F _10:-3544

5) 3F_7+3F_8+3F_9:1 1 60

6) -2.598F J+2. 5 9 8F_5+0F-6-9F- | 1:-r 132'5

! Clamping force constraints

F_l>:100

F_2>:100

F_3>=100

F_l<10000

F 2<10000

F_3<10000

! Frictional force constraints
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F_4>0

F_7>0

F_4+F_7-0.4F_1<:0

F_5>0

F_8>0

F_5+F_8-0.4F 2<:0

F_6>0

F_9>0

F_6+F_9-0.4F_3<:0

! Positive support force

F_l0>0

F_I1>0

End
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LINDO Code 7 for Case Study Three - Theta:90 degrees

! Chapter 4 case th¡ee - 3-Jaw with considering frictional forces when Theta:9O

! A set of input data on resultant forces and moments is shown here.

! Considered frictional forces and a constant gravity

! 3-Jaw chuck plus a tail stock support with F10 inZ-direction and Fi i in X-direction

! Min claming forces - actual jaw force minus centrifugal force of each jaw

! Objective function - minimum-clamping forces

MIN F l+F 2+F 3

Subject to

! Static equilibrium constraints

1 ) 0.707F_ | -0.9 66F 2+0.25 I 8F_3 -0.7 07F _7-0.25 8 8F-8+0. 966F-9+F-1 1 : I 50

2) F_4+F_5+F-6:75

3) 0.707F_1 +0.25 8 8F 2-0.9 66F _3+0.7 O7F J-0.966F-8+0.25 88F-9-F-1 0:-3 86

4) 2.12F _4+0.776F _5-2.898F-6-9F -70:-3544

5) 3F_7+3F_8+3F_9:l 1 60

6) -2.12F _4+2.898F_5 -0.176F _6-9F-1 1:-1 132.5

! Clamping force constraints

F_1>:100

F 2>:100

F_3>:100

F_1<10000

F 2<10000

F_3<10000

! Frictional force constraints
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F_4>0

F_4-0.4F_1<:0

F_5>0

F_5-0.4F 2<:0

F_6>0

F_6-0.4F_3<:0

F_7>0

F_7-0.4F_1<:0

F_8>0

F_8-0.4F 2<:0

F_9>0

F_9-0.4F_3<:0

! Positive support force

F_10>0

F_11>0

!

End
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Figure E.3 LINGO solution report window for LINGO codes T &.2.
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LINGO Code 1 for Case Study One - 1" half machining

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study one

! Cutting direction in *x forces (100, -100, -100) for frrst half;

! Frictional and changing gravitational forces are considered;

! Minimize clamping forces Cl andC2;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel file: Chapter-5 Case-l.XLS;

P_Xa, P_Ya, P Ja : @OLE('C :\FIXTURE VEzuFICATION\Chapter-5 Case-l .XLS',

'P_Xa'r'P_Ya','P Ja');

M_Xa, M_Y4 M Ja : @OLE(' C :\FIXTURE VEzuFI CATI ON\Chapter-5

Case_1 .XLS','M_Xa','M_Ya','MJu');

ENDDATA

! Objective function;

MIN: C1+C2;

! Static equilibrium constraints;

L3 - C2- fx_Ll - fx_L2 - fx_Cl : P_Xa;

-L2+ Cl +t/_L1 +fy_L3 +îy_CZ:P_Ya;

Ll + fz_L2 +fz_L3 + fz_Cl + fz_CZ:PJu;

Yl*Ll +8*L2- 8*C1 - 8*fy_C2 +2*fz-C2+10*fz-L2 - 8*Û/-L3 +2*fz-L3:M-Xa;

-X1*L1 + 8+L3 - 8*C2 -20*fz-C2 -X24fz-L2 - 8+fx-C1 - l0*fz-Cl : M-Ya;

_2*L3 _X2*L2+2*C2+ 10*C1 +Xl*t/_Ll +yl*fx_Ll +20*fy_C2+10*fx L2:
MJa;

I
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! Fixture force magnitude constraints;

Ll>:10;

L1<:800;

L2>:10;

L2<:800;

L3>:10;

L3<:800;

C1>:40;

C1<:600;

C2>:40:.

C2<:600;

! Position variable constraints;

X1>:0;

Xl<:20;

Y1>:0;

Y1<:10;

X2>:4;

x2<:16l'

(((x 1 - 1 0)^2)164+((Y 1-5)^2)19)>1 ;

! Frictional force constraints;

fx_L1>0;

fy L1>0;

fx_L 1 ^2+fy LI^2<:(0.2*LI)^2;

fx_L2>0;
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fz_LZ>0;

fx_L2 2+fzJ2n2<:(0.2* L2) 2;

Ð_L3>0;

fz_L3>0;

fy _L3 ^2+ fz _L3 
n2<: (0 .2* L3) ̂ 2 ;

fx_C1>0;

fz_CI>O;

fx _C 7 ^2+fz_C I ^2<: (0. Z* C l)^2 ;

fy_C2>0;

fz_C2>0;

fi _C2 2+fz _C2"2<:(0 .2* C2)^2 ;

End
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LINGO Code 2 for Case Study One - 2nd half machining

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study one

! Cutting direction in nx forces (200, -200, -200) for second half;

! Frictional and changing gravitational forces are considered;

! Minimize clamping forces Cl and C2;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel file: Chapter_5 Case_l.XLS;

P_Xb, P_Yb, P _Zb : @OLE('C :\FIXTURE VERIFICATION\ChapIeI_5 Case_ 1 .XL S',

'P_Xb" 'P_Yb" ',P!b');

M_Xb, M_Yb, M _Zb : @OLE(' C : \FIXTURE VERIFI CATI ON\Chapter_5

Case_l.XLS', 'M_Xb', 'M_Yb', 'M Zb');

ENDDATA

! Objective function;

MIN: CT+C2'

! Static equilibrium constraints;

L3 - C2 - fx_Ll - fx_L2 - fx_Cl : P_Xb;

-L2 + C1 + fy L1 + fy_L3 + fy_C2: P_Yb;

Ll + fz_L2 +fz_L3 + fz_Cl + fz_C2:PJb;

Yl*Ll +8*L2 - 8*C1 -8*fy_C2+2*fz_C2+10*îz L2 - 8*t/_L3 +2*fz_L3:M_Xb;

-X1*L1 + 8*L3 -8*C2-20*fz C2-X2*fz L2 - 8*fx C1 - 10*fz Cl :M Yb;

-2*L3 - X2*L2 + 2* C2 + 1 0 * C 1 + X 1 
* fy_L 1 +Y 1 

*fx_L I + 20 *fy_C2 +10* fx_L2 :
MJb;

! Fixture force magnitude constraints;
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L1>:10;

L1<:800;

L2>:10;

L2<:800;

L3>:10;

L3<:800;

Cl>:40;

C1<:600;

C2>:40;

C2<:600;

! Position variable constraints;

X1>:0;

Xl<:20;

Y1>:0;

Y1<:10;

X2>:4;

X2<:I6;

(((x 1 - 1 0)^2) I 64+ ((Y I -5)^2) t 9)> r ;

! Frictional force constraints;

fx_L1>0;

fy_L1>0;

fx_L 1 ^2+fy L 1 "2<:(0 .2*L1)^2;

Îx L2>0;

fz_L2>0;
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fx _L2 2+ fz_L2n2<:(0 .2* L2)n2;

t_L3>0;

fz_L3>0;

fy _L3 
n2+fz_L3 n2<: (0 .2+ L3) 2;

fx_C1>0;

fz_Cl>0;

fx_c¡n2+fz_c 1 ^2<:(0. 2* cl) 2;

fy_C2>0;

fz_C2>0;

fy _C2 2+fz_C2 2<:(0.2* C2)n2;

End
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LINGO codes for Case Studv Two
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LINGO Code 3 for Case study two

Codes for cutting path 1

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study two, Cutting path 1 from x: 6cm to x: 34cm, Forces (100, 50,

100); Frictional and varying gravitational forces are considered;

! Minimize clamping forces Cl,C2,C3 andC4;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel file: Chapter_S Case 2.XLS;

P_X, P_Y, P Z: @OLE ('C:\FIXTURE VEzuFICATION\Chapter_5 Case_2.XLS',

rP_X" 'P_Y', ',PJ',);

M_X, M_Y, MJ: @OLE ('C:\FIXTURE VEzuFICATIONnChapter_5 Case_2.XLS',

'M_Xt, tM_Yt, ',};{/',);

ENDDATA

MIN: CI+C2+C3+C4;

! Static equilibrium constraints;

- fx_L 1 - fx_L2 -fx_C 1 -ft _C2 -fx _C3- fx_C4:P_X ;

-fy_L 1 -fy _L2 -fy _C I -fy _C2 -S,_C 3 -t _C4:P_Y ;

LT+L2-CI -C2-C3-C4:P Z;

Y1*Li+Y2*L2-T*Cl-l*C2-9*C3-9*C4+ry_C1*2+îy_C2*2+fy_C3*2+lt_C4*2:M_X;

_x 1 
*L 

1 _X2 *L2+C1 * g+C2* 32+C3* 32+C4+ 8_fx C 1 
* 2_rx C2* 2_fx C3*2_

fx_C4*2:M_Y;

-fy_L1*Xl+fx Ll*YI-fyJ2*X2+fx_L2*Y2-ty_Cl*8+fx_C1*L-fy_C2*32+fx_C2+I-

îy _C3 
* 32+fx_C 3 * 9 -fi/_C4 * 8+fx_C 4* 9 :M J ;

! Fixture force magnitude constraints;

L1>:10;

L1<:600;
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L2>:I0;

L2<:600;

C1>:40;

C1<:400;

C2>:40

C2<:400;

C3>:40;

C3<:400;

c4>:40;

C4<:400:.

! Position variable constraints;

X1>:0;

Xl<:10;

Yi>:0;

Yl<:10;

x2>:30;

X2<:40;

Y2>:0;

Y2<:10;

((x 1 -3)^2+(Y 1 -5)"2)> 1 ;

((x2 -3 7 )^2+ (Y 2 - 5) ^2)> 1 ;

! Frictional force constraints;

fx_L1>0;

fu_L1>0;
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fx_Ll^2+fy Lln2<:(0.2+LI) 2;

fx_L2>0;

fy L2>0;

fx _L2 2+fy _L2n2<: (0 .2* L2)n2;

fx_C1>0;

t/-C1>0'

fx_C 1 ^2+fy_C 1 ^2<:(0 .2* Cl)nZ;

ft_c2>0;

fy_C2>0;

fx _C2^2+ fl _C2n2 <: (0 .2* C2) ̂ 2 ;

fx_C3>0;

t_c3>0;

fx_C 3 ^2+fy_C 3 ^2 <:(0 .2* C3)^2;

fx_C4>0;

fy_C4>0;

fx_C 4^2+ fy _C4n2<:(0 .2* C 4) 2 ;

End
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Codes for cutting path 2

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study two, cutting path2 from y1:3 to y1:8, forces (-50, 100, -100);

Frictional and dynamic gravitational forces are considered'

! Minimize clamping forces CI, C2, C3, and C4;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel file: Chapter_5 Case_l.XLS;

P _X2, P _Y 2, P J2 : @OLE('C :\FIXTURE VEzuFICATI ON\Chapter5_Case2.Xl S',

'P _X2"',P _Y2"',P J2',);

M _X2, M_Y2, M J2 : @OLE(' C: \F IXTURE VERIF I CATI ON\Chapter5_C as e2. XL S',

'M_Xz" 'M_Y2"',M 22',);

ENDDATA

MIN: CI+C2+C3+C4;

! Static equilibrium constraints;

fx_L1+fx_L2+fx_Cl+fx_C2+fx*C3+fx_C4:P_X2;

-fy_L1-fy_Lz-fy_Cl-fy_C2-fy_C3-fy_C4:P_Y2;

L | +L2 - Cr - C2 - C3 - C 4:P J2 ;

Y1*L1+Y2*L2-1*C1-1*C2-9*C3-9*C4+fy_Cl*2+fy_C2*2+fy_C3'*2+fy_C4*2:M_X2;

-x1*L1-

X2*L2+CI*8+C2*32+C3*32+C4*8+fx_C1*2+fx_C2*2+fx_C3*2+fx_C4*2:M_Y2;

.-ry_L1*Xl-fx_Ll*Y|-fy_L2*X2-fx_L2+Y2-fy_CI*8-fx_C1*1-fy_C2*32-fx_C2*l-

fy _C3 
* 32 -fx_C 3 * 9 -fy_C4 * 8 -fx_ C 4* 9 :M J2 ;

! Fixture force magnitude constraints;

L1>:10;

L1<:600;
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L2>:10;

L2<:600;

C1>:40;

C1<:400;

C2>:40

C2<:400;

C3>:40;

C3<:400;

c4>:40;

C4<=400'

! Position variable constraints;

X1>:0;

X1<:10;

Y1>:0;

Y1<:10;

x2>:30.

X2<:40:,

Y2>:0;

Y2<:t0;

((x 1 -3)"2+(Y I -5)^2)> 1 ;

((x2 -37 )^2+ (Y 2- 5) 2)> r ;

! Frictional force constraints;

ft_L1>0;

fy_L1>0;
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fxJl ^2+fy L I ^2<:(0 .2*Ll)n2;

fx_L2>0;

fy L2>0;

fx _L2 Z+fy _L2^2<: (0 .2* L2)"2;

fx_C1>0;

fy_Cl>0;

Îx _C I 
n2+fy 

_C 1 ^2<:(0. 2* C I)n2 ;

fx_C2>0;

fy_C2>0;

fx _C2 2+fy _C2n2<: (0 .2* C2)^2;

fx_C3>0;

fy_C3>0;

fx _C3 ^2+fy _C3 
n2<: (0 .28 C3)n2 ;

fx_C4>0;

fy_C4>0'

fx _C 4 2+fy _C 4n2<: (0 .2* C 4)^2 ;

End
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Codes for cutting path 3

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study two, cutting path 3 from x2:33 to x2:6, forces (-100, -50, -100);

Frictional and varying gravitational forces are considered;

! Minimize clamping forces CI,C2, C3, and C4;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel f,rle: Chapter_S Case_l.XLS;

P_X3, P_Y3, P 23 : @OLE('C:\FIXTURE VERIFICATION\Chapter5_Case2.XLS',

'P_X3', 'P_Y3" ',PJ3',);

M_X3, M_Y3, MJ3 : @OLE(' C :\FIXTURE VERIFI CATION\Chapter5_Case2.XLS',

'M_X3','M_Y3"',M 23',);

ENDDATA

MIN: CT+C2+C3+C4,

! Static equilibrium constraints;

fx_L 1 + fx_L 2 +fx_C 1 +fx_C 2 + fx_C 3 + ñ<_C 4 :P_X 3 ;

fy_L 1 +t/ L2+fy _CI +fy _Cz+fy _C3 +ff_C4:P_Y3 ;

LI+Lz-Cl -C2-C3 -C4:P J3 ;

Y1tL1+Y2*L2-I*C1-1+C2-9*C3-9*C4-fy_CI*2-fy_C2+2-fy_C3*2-fy_C4*2:M_X3;

-xl*Ll-
x2* Lz+Cl * 8+C2* 32+C3 * 32+C4* 8+fx_C i * 2+1x_C2* 2+fx_C3 * 2tfx _C4* 2:M_Y3 ;

fy_L 1 
+ X 1 - fx_L 1 

* Y I +fy L2* X2-fx _L2* Y 2+fy _C 1 
* 

8 -fx_C 1 
* I +fy _C2* 32-

fx _C2* 1 +fy_C 3 * 3 2 -fx _C3 
* 9+fy_C 4 * 8 - fx _C 4* 9 :M J3 ;

! Fixture force magnitude constraints;

L1>:10;

L1<:600;
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L2>:10;

L2<:600;

C1>:40;

C1<:400;

C2>:40;

c2<:400;

C3>:40;

C3<:400;

C4>:40;

c4<:400;

! Position variable constraints;

X1>:0;

X1<:10;

Y1>:0;

Y1<:10;

x2>:30;

X2<:40;

Y2>:0;

Y2<:IO;

((X 1 -3)^2+(Y 1 -5)^2)> 1 ;

((x2-37 ) 2+ (Y 2- 5)^2)> | ;

! Frictional force constraints;

fx_L1>0;

ff_L1>0;
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fx_L 1 ^2+fy_L i ^2 <:(0 .2* L l)"2 ;

fx_L2>0;

fy_L2>0;

fx_L2 Z+fi L2"2<:(0.2*L2)n2;

ft_c1>0;

ry_c1>0'

fx_C 1 ^2+fy_C1 ^2<:(0 .2* CI) 2;

fx_C2>0;

fy_C2>0;

fx _C2 z+fy _C2n2<: (0 .2* C2)^2;

fx_C3>0;

fy_C3>0;

fx_C 3 ^2+fy_C 3 ^2<: (0. 2* C3)n2 ;

fx_C4>0;

fy_C4>0;

fx_C4^2+fy _C4 2<:(0.2* C4) 2;

End
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Codes for cutting path 4

MODEL:

! Chapter 5 case study two, cutting path 4 from y2:7 to y2:3, forces (50, -100, -100);

Frictional and dynamic gravitational forces are considered;

!Minimize clamping forces C7,C2, C3, and C4;

DATA:

! Import data from Excel file: Chapter_5 Case_l.XLS;

P _X4, P_Y4, P 24: @OLE(' C :\FIXTURE VERIFI C ATI ON\Chapter5_C as e2. XL S',

'P_X4" 'P_Y4" 'PJ4',):

M_X4, M_Y4, M _24 : @OLE(' C: \FIXTURE VERIFI CATI ON\Chapter5_C ase2. XL S',

'M_X4"'M_Y4',',M 24',);

ENDDATA

MIN: CI+C2+C3+C4;

! Static equilibrium constraints;

- fx_L 1 - fx L 2 - fx_C I - fx _C2 - fx _C3- fx_C 4:P_X4 ;

û/_L 1 +fy_L 2+fy _C I + fy _C2+ fy _C3 + fy_C 4 :P_Y4 
;

LI +L2-CI -C2-C3 -C4:P J4 ;

Y1+L1+Y2*Lz-I*C1-1'+C2-9'4C3-9*C4-fy_CI*2-1y_C2*2-fy_C3*2-fy_C4*2:M_X4;

-X I + L 1 -X2 *L2+Cl+ 8+C2+ 32+C3* 32+C4* 8-fx C 1 
* 2-fx C2* z-fx C3* 2-

fx_C4*Z:M_Y4;

fy_L 1 
+ X 1 +ft L 1 *Y l+fy _L2*X2+fx_L2* Y2+t/_C 1 

* 8+fx_C 1 
* l+fy _C2* 32+fx_C2* 1+

Îy _C3 
* 32+fx_C3 * 9+fy_C4 * 8+fx_ C 4* 9 :M J4 ;

! Fixture force magnitude constraints;

L1>:10;

L1<:600;
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L2>:T0;

L2<:600;

C1>:40;

C1<:400;

C2>:40;

C2<:400;

C3>:40;

C3<:400;

c4>:40;

C4<:400;

! Position variablè constraints;

X1>:0;

X1<:10;

Y1>:0;

Y1<:10;

x2>:30;

X2<:40;

Y2>:0;

Y2<:IO;

((x I -3)^2+(Y1 -5)^2)> 1 ;

((x2 -3 7 )^2+(Y2 - 5 ) ^2)> 1 ;

! Frictional force constraints;

fx_L1>0;

fy_L1>0;
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fx L 1 ^2+fy_L1 ^2<:(0.2*LI)n2;

fx_L2>0;

fyJ2>0;

fx _L2 z+fy _L2"2<: (0 .2* L2)n2 ;

fx_C1>0;

t'-C1>0'

fx_C 1 ^2+$r_C 1 ^2<:(0. 2* C1)^2;

fx_C2>0;

ú_c2>0.

Îx _C2 z+fy _C2n2<: (0 .2* C2)n2 ;

fx_C3>0;

fy_C3>0;

fx_C 3 ^2 +fy_ C3 n2 <: (0 .2+ C3) n2 
;

fx_C4>0'

fy_C4>0;

Îx _C 4 ^2+ fy _C 4 "2<: (0 .2* C 4) ^2 ;

End
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